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Abstract
Over the last several decades, research has examined how students’ beliefs about
school and about their own abilities a↵ect their academic goals, motivation, and
achievement (for reviews see, Dweck, Walton, & Cohen, 2011; Farrington et al.,
2012). It has also investigated how these beliefs and associated patterns of behavior
can be influenced through interaction with others (Gunderson et al., 2013; Linnenbrink, 2005; Mueller & Dweck, 1998; Turner et al., 2002) and through precise,
psychological interventions (J. Aronson, Fried, & Good, 2002; Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007; Cohen, Garcia, Apfel, & Master, 2006; Good, Aronson,
& Inzlicht, 2003; Walton & Cohen, 2007, 2011; Wilson & Linville, 1982, 1985;
Yeager & Walton, 2011). This research has focused on the educational context, but
it has provided rich, generalizable insights. It has revealed a complex cross-section
of the ways in which individuals’ worries and motivations interact with their social
environments to a↵ect their behavior and major life outcomes.
The education context is in many ways ideal for the study of psychology. There are
unambiguous, regularly-collected, socially meaningful outcomes; there are complex,
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but consistently structured relationships; and there is diversity, yet commonality, in
people’s aspirations and concerns. The schoolhouse has always been a rich source
of data for psychologists (Berliner, 2006; Davidson & Benjamin, 1987). However,
as computers increasingly saturate education, the schoolhouse and its contemporary
equivalents provide unprecedented opportunities for psychological researchers: Opportunities to make a measurable and socially meaningful impact on the lives of
students and teachers; opportunities to display to society at large the benefits of a
careful, psychologically-wise approach to solving social problems; and opportunities
to learn about psychological theory by pushing its predictions to the limit in new
contexts and at new scales of operation.
This dissertation investigates these opportunities from several di↵erent perspectives. Chapter 1 focuses on education as a context for psychological research: I elaborate on the factors that make education a rich context for psychological research, and
I describe how researchers have used this context to apply and to further basic psychological theory. In Chapter 2, I focus on the the benefits, challenges, and methods
of large-scale research. Chapters 3-5 each present data from a di↵erent, large-scale efficacy study. Chapter 3 presents a study of the robustness and generalizability of two
social psychological interventions across a sample of over 1500 students from 13 sociodemographically heterogeneous schools. Chapter 4 describes the process of selecting
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and customizing psychological interventions to address psychological obstacles to success in community college math. Chapter 5 tests the efficacy of psychologically wise
encouragement in a sample of over 250,000 online learners. In Chapter 6, I explore
how the local context influences students’ responses to a growth mindset intervention
and the relationship between individual students’ mindsets and achievement. Finally,
Chapter 7 reviews what we have learned about psychology through recent large-scale
studies in education; it considers what new areas deserve exploration; it provides loose
estimates for the economic impacts of psychological interventions in schools; and it
discusses psychological interventions as a vehicle for large-scale social change.
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Chapter 1
Education as a Context for
Psychological Research
Education is important. It is a key pathway to social advancement and economic
stability for individuals, and it is the means by which nations develop highly skilled
workforces that are necessary for economic growth and competitiveness (Augustine,
2005;

Baum, Ma, & Payea, 2010;

Carnevale, Rose, & Cheah, 2011;

Day &

Newburger, 2002; Schwab, 2012). To understand and a↵ect this important context,
psychologists have been conducting research in schools for well over a hundred years
(Berliner, 2006; Thorndike, 1903). In this chapter, I argue that school has been
a locus for psychological research both because education is socially important and
also because it is in many ways an ideal context for research.
The importance and difficulty of academic success, coupled with schools’ complex
social structures, make school a context full of powerful, conflicting psychological
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forces. Tensions between students’ goals and worries about the academic and social environment at school are myriad, and this gives researchers the opportunity to
study high-pressure systems in which small changes can have big e↵ects (Gladwell,
2000; Ross & Nisbett, 1991; Yeager & Walton, 2011). The ability to produce
large e↵ects through seemingly small but precise changes makes this type of research
interesting both theoretically and practically: theoretically because it makes for clear
and dramatic demonstrations of the underlying processes and practically because the
ability to have a large impact with a small investment conserves resources and spurs
progress.
The education context is not only socially important and psychologically rich, it
is replete with high quality data. Academic records are regularly collected by schools;
these records track students for long periods of time; and they do not merely index
academic success — they largely define it. By working with schools, researchers
e↵ectively “outsource” the collection of a dataset that would otherwise be virtually
impossible to generate. This constellation of factors makes educational contexts a
good place to refine theory while enriching society.
In this chapter, I conceptualize schools as Lewinian tension systems that field
researchers can influence with targeted interventions (Lewin, 1947; Ross & Nisbett,
1991). I draw on the psychological forces that have been described in the educational
context, and I describe a family of social psychological field interventions that have
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successfully manipulated the forces in this tension system to e↵ect outsized gains
in student achievement. I discuss the promise of these interventions for improving
academic achievement broadly and for revitalizing the social psychological tradition
of theory building through precise, context-wise field research. Finally, I close by
discussing the obstacles to the fulfillment of these promises, a topic that I explore
more fully in the following chapter.

Tension Systems in Education
According to a recent Gallup poll, 95% of Americans say that earning a postsecondary
degree is either “very important” (70%) or “somewhat important” (25%) (Gallup
and Lumina Foundation, 2013). This is for good reason. Economic research suggests
that Americans who graduate from high school earn more than $260,000 in additional
income over their lifetime than those who do not (Rouse, 2005). Those who earn
a college degree earn more than twice as much (Carnevale et al., 2011; Day &
Newburger, 2002). The more highly educated also benefit from greater job security
(Carnevale, Smith, & Strohl, 2010) and report enjoying their jobs more (Baum et
al., 2010).
Education outcomes are at least as important for society at large as they are for
the individual. According to one economic analysis, for example, the individuals who
dropped out of high school in 2007 will contribute $300 billion less to the economy
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than they would have had they graduated (Alliance for Excellent Education, 2007).
High school dropouts between the ages of 20-67 will also contribute $50 billion less in
taxes every year (Rouse, 2005), all the while requiring greater public expenditures.
For example, those who drop out of high school are eight times more likely to be
incarcerated (Bridgeland, DiIulio, & Morison, 2006; Harlow, 2003), at an average
cost of $22,650 per state inmate per year (Stephan, 2004). More generally, better
educated nations outcompete less educated nations because they generate more technologies and have more high-skilled workers to sta↵ the most economically productive
jobs (Augustine, 2005; Schwab, 2012).
The importance of educational credentials for economic success is understood
by most students, who see education as a key pathway to achieving their career
aspirations (Markow & Pieters, 2011). For example, in 2004, a full 87% of graduating
seniors expected to attend college at some point1 (Chen, Wu, & Taso↵, 2010).
Education makes an interesting context for research in large part because it has
such a large impact on people’s lives — and because the resulting struggle to succeed
academically and socially makes school a whirlwind of competing psychological forces.
Over the last several decades, research has identified many such forces. To give a sense
for the breadth of this research and some of the well-established forces in this system,
I summarize some high-level findings below.
1

Only 67% actually did so the following year (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2005).
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• Students may adopt academic identities (Finn, 1989) or come to identify with
particular subjects, e.g., math (Gainor & Lent, 1998; Lent, Lopez, & Bieschke,
1991). Those who do generally outperform those who do not. However, these
academic identities may support or conflict with other identities, such as students’ gender or racial group membership. In some cases, these conflicts lead
students to divest their e↵ort from school or distance themselves from the conflicting identity (Altschul, Oyserman, & Bybee, 2006; Nasir, McLaughlin, &
Jones, 2008; Pronin, Steele, & Ross, 2004).
• Students work harder and are more satisfied when they are made to feel agentic
and autonomous in school — when they are made to feel that they are choosing
to learn (Vallerand, Fortier, & Guay,

1997;

Vansteenkiste, Simons, Lens,

Sheldon, & Deci, 2004, for a review, see Vansteenkiste, Lens, & Deci, 2006).
• Students form influential relationships with others. Those who perceive their
teachers to be more relatable and emotionally supportive feel a stronger sense of
belonging in school, pursue more adaptive classroom goals, hold higher achievement expectations, and earn better course grades (Furrer & Skinner, 2003;
Goodenow, 1993; Osborne, 1997; Patrick, Ryan, & Kaplan, 2007; Wentzel,
1997, 2002).
• Students feel anxious for myriad distinct reasons in school, and these anxieties
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distract them or undermine their motivation in a variety of specific ways (Erdley,
Cain, Loomis, Dumas-Hines, & Dweck, 1997; Good, Aronson, & Harder, 2008;
Hembee, 1990; Juvonen, Wang, & Espinoza, 2011; Steele & Aronson, 1995)
— though they can learn to interpret these anxieties in more adaptive ways
(Alter, Aronson, Darley, Rodriguez, & Ruble, 2010; Jamieson, Harkins, &
Williams, 2010).
• Students divest their attention and e↵orts from school when they encounter
challenges unless they see themselves as capable of improving their abilities
(Blackwell et al., 2007; Dweck, 1999; Grant & Dweck, 2003; Molden &
Dweck, 2006; Mueller & Dweck, 1998).
• Students exert more e↵ort when they think of their schoolwork as relevant to
their lives (Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007; Harackiewicz, Rozek, Hulleman, &
Hyde, 2012; Hulleman, Godes, Hendricks, & Harackiewicz, 2010) or when
they believe that learning a lot in school will help them be a force for positive
change in the world (Yeager & Bundick, 2009).
The psychological aspects of the academic experience are clearly too many to review here. What the preceding list makes clear is that countless interrelated, often
competing psychological factors influence students’ success. These factors also appear in other contexts in which people care about achieving difficult goals and face
adversity in attaining them. For example, stereotype threat was discovered in an
6

academic context, by observing the disparities between White and Black students’
achievement after they arrived at college (Steele, 2010, p. 20). It was then experimentally investigated in a lab setting using an academic outcome (Steele & Aronson,
1995), and it has since been documented in golf-putting, car-parking, and childcare
(Bosson, Haymovitz, & Pinel, 2004; Derks, Scheepers, Van Laar, & Ellemers, 2011;
Stone, Lynch, Sjomeling, & Darley, 1999).
This generalizability of insights from education to other domains in which people
struggle to succeed, coupled with the domain’s importance and data-density, make
it an outstanding context for theoretically rich, high-impact research. This potential
has arguably been best realized in field interventions that wisely deflect or rebalance
psychological forces in precise ways that interact with students’ environments to a↵ect
long-term outcomes.

1.1

Intervening Wisely in School

Over the last several decades, a handful of seemingly small psychological field interventions, lasting hours or even minutes, have a↵ected students’ achievement over
periods of months or years (e.g. J. Aronson et al., 2002; Blackwell et al., 2007;
Cohen et al., 2006; Cohen, Garcia, Purdie-Vaughns, Apfel, & Brzustoski, 2009;
Good et al., 2003; Harackiewicz et al., 2012; Hulleman, Godes, Hendricks, &
Harackiewicz, 2009; Jamieson, Mendes, Blackstock, & Schmader, 2010; Miyake et
7

al., 2010; Oyserman, Bybee, & Terry, 2006; Walton & Cohen, 2007, 2011; Wilson
& Linville, 1985). Although they have been likened to magic (for a refutation, see
Yeager & Walton, 2011), the impressive e↵ects of these interventions were the result
of a precisely contextualized application of research-derived principles. These interventions follow in the footsteps of a long tradition of intervention research in social
psychology (e.g., E. Aronson, Blaney, Stephin, Sikes, & Snapp, 1978; Lewin, 1947,
1958; McCord, 1978). They import the precise methodology and theoretical insight
developed through basic research (e.g., Festinger, 1954; Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979;
Ross, Greene, & House, 1977; Steele & Liu, 1983) and apply it to field contexts
with careful attention to the psychological forces already at play.
These interventions are di↵erent from traditional educational reforms. They do
not convey curricular content or restructure pedagogy. Instead, they try to open
students to existing learning opportunities by removing psychological barriers that
may otherwise inhibit them. In doing so, social psychological interventions rely on
the pre-existence of positive forces, like good teaching and students’ desire to do well,
to propel achievement when specific psychological barriers are removed.
Since these types of interventions rely on the displacement of existing forces, researchers designing these types of interventions must attend to the forces at play in
the target environment and find deft ways to remove them. For example, Wilson and
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Linville’s (1982) classic attribution intervention identified a common fear among college freshmen: That they are incapable of doing well in college. Their work focused
on how this fear could become a source of downward pressure for some students.
Most freshmen enter college with trepidation about whether they can
handle the work, and many are dismayed to discover that the amount
of studying required far exceeds that needed to do well in high school.
When academic problems first occur, as they do with many freshmen,
students may see this as confirming their worst fears about their inability
to succeed at college. Such attributions may cause additional worrying
and anxiety, making it even more difficult to study (p. 368).
Wilson and Linville suspected that students’ anxieties about an initial poor performance could lead to an exacerbation cycle — one in which worries lead to distraction
that reduces performance that fuels further worries. To disrupt this cycle, Wilson and
Linville drew on attribution therapy research (cf. Nisbett & Valins, 1972; Storms &
McCaul, 1976; Storms & Nisbett, 1970). They reasoned that they could forestall
this exacerbation cycle by helping students see their underperformance as a normal
and temporary part of the transition to college. They were right. The students assigned to the reattribution treatment subsequently earned higher grades and were less
likely to drop out of college over the next year. Furthermore, this field experiment
provided two scientific insights: 1) Anxieties about an initial poor performance can
9

significantly depress subsequent performance, and 2) it is possible to alleviate these
anxieties by changing individuals’ interpretation for the cause of their poor performance (in this case from one that is permanent and intrinsic to one that is temporary
and extrinsic).
Subsequent field interventions have to a large extent repeated this pattern while
focusing on di↵erent psychological factors. Downward forces on achievement in a
particular context were identified; then a way to displace them was devised and
tested. In this section, I briefly summarize several social psychological intervention
types that have faithfully executed this pattern to obtain long-term, positive e↵ects
on students’ academic achievement. I describe how each type of intervention plays on
existing forces to a↵ect long-term achievement and discuss the circumstances under
which each intervention, based on underlying theory, should be e↵ective.

1.1.1

Belonging

Belonging interventions work to change students’ interpretation of ambiguous cues
about their social fit in a given context (Walton & Cohen, 2007, 2011). In doing so,
they can make students more secure about their relationships with others and address
the important need to belong (Baumeister & Leary, 1995).
As described by Walton and Cohen (2007), students’ doubts about belonging may
take the form of a hypothesis. Students who have reason to believe that others hold
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negative expectations for them, for example, because they are members of a negatively
stigmatized group, may scan their environment for evidence that they do not belong.
This vigilance can make them more sensitive to any existing evidence that supports
this hypothesis; it can also make them more likely to interpret ambiguous cues about
their belonging as potential evidence that they do not belong. Walton and Cohen
(2007) report that, when students encounter such “evidence,” they feel a lower sense
of fit in a given academic environment, and they may counsel students like themselves
to avoid the environment. Such students are also less likely to seek contact with their
instructors and often earn lower grades.
Successful social belonging interventions have attended carefully to who may feel
a lack of fit in a given environment, and they have presented those individuals with
information intended to help them interpret ambiguous cues about belonging in benign rather than threatening ways (Walton & Cohen, 2007; Walton, Cohen, et al.,
2013; Walton, Logel, Peach, Spencer, & Zanna, in prep.). For example, Walton and
Cohen (2007) created an intervention that was intended to reduce Black students’
worries about belonging at an elite university in which they were numerically underrepresented. To do so, they were careful to communicate explicitly and implicitly
that concerns about belonging are universal, rather than confined to members of specific groups, and that they naturally pass with time. In this way, the intervention
normalized individuals’ concerns and helped them to reinterpret their feelings in a
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more adaptive way.
Because these interventions mitigate individuals’ uncertainty about their social
belonging, their e↵ects should be confined to specific groups in specific contexts.
That is, they should only work for people for whom a sense of belonging is likely to be
in doubt. Belonging interventions that worked for underrepresented Black students
were not expected to, and did not, influence the achievement of White students
because these students were well-represented and faced no negative stereotypes in
that environment.

1.1.2

Affirmation

Value-affirmation interventions are grounded in Self-Affirmation Theory (Steele, 1988)
and subsequent laboratory studies (for a review, see Sherman & Cohen, 2006). These
studies have explored how affirming one’s self-worth in one domain can a↵ect behavior
in the face of threats to self-worth in other domains.
Self-Affirmation Theory contends that individuals try to preserve their self-worth
and, further, that self-worth is a cross-domain psychological resource. The proposed
cross-domain nature of self-worth suggests that, when a person’s self-worth is affirmed
in one domain, it is bu↵ered from a variety of threats in other domains. For example,
the theory holds that helping a person feel secure about her relationships with friends
and family can make her less anxious about potential failures in other domains, like
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performing poorly on a test.
A number of studies support this perspective. People who affirm their personal
values are less anxious in evaluative situations (Creswell et al., 2005), and they are
more willing to accept threatening information (Cohen et al., 2007; Sherman, Nelson,
& Steele, 2000). They are also more resistant to normative social pressure (Binning,
Sherman, Cohen, & Heitland, 2010) and are more likely to accept information that
reflects poorly on their in-group (Adams, Tormala, & Obrien, 2006).
Because they mitigate stress and threat, value-affirmation interventions have had
positive e↵ects among students for whom stress or threat act as a barrier to success.
For example, Black students may be concerned about confirming negative stereotypes
about their group’s intellectual abilities, and this concern may undermine their performance (Schmader & Johns, 2003; Steele, 1997; Steele & Aronson, 1995). In one
value-affirmation intervention, Cohen and colleagues (2006; 2009) randomly assigned
two successive cohorts of 7th grade students at an ethnically diverse school to affirm an important personal value. Black students who had completed the affirmation
earned significantly higher course grades over the next two years. Additionally, they
showed lower cognitive activation of words pertaining to negative stereotypes about
Black Americans — suggesting that the affirmation may have worked at least in part
by diminishing concerns over these worries.
Other studies have focused on value-affirmations’ stress-bu↵ering properties in
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academic situations. One study by Sherman, Bunyan, Creswell, and Jaremka (2009)
found that college students assigned to write about an important personal value
experienced significantly lower sympathetic nervous system activation over the course
of the exam period. The e↵ect was stronger among students who were especially
vulnerable to stress because of high evaluative concerns.
Convergent evidence suggests that value affirmation exercises mitigate individuals’ experience of psychological threat, such as the threat of being evaluated poorly or
of confirming a negative stereotype about one’s group. The affirmation field interventions have extended this research by showing the generality and importance of this
psychological experience in authentic learning environments. They have confirmed
that members of stigmatized groups often do feel greater threat and that this threat
inhibits their ability to perform at their best.
Value-affirmation may be especially sensitive to local tensions because it mitigates
threat and stress. So its e↵ects largely depend on the role of threat and stress in the
environment. One may expect value-affirmation to enhance performance when such
performance is encumbered by threat. In contrast, one may expect it to reduce
performance in situations in which performance is enhanced by this threat (e.g.,
Chajut & Algom, 2003; Jamieson & Harkins, 2009; Jamieson, Harkins, & Williams,
2010; Woolf, McManus, Gill, & Dacre, 2009).
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1.1.3

Wise Feedback

Wise feedback interventions change students’ interpretations of critical feedback (Cohen, Steele, & Ross, 1999; Yeager et al., in press). Critical feedback helps students
grow and learn (Hattie & Timperley, 2007); it is thought to be one of the most important contributors to student achievement (Hattie, 1999). However, if delivered or
interpreted in maladaptive ways, it can dampen students’ self-worth and motivation.
Wise feedback interventions help students interpret critical feedback adaptively.
A critical component in wise feedback interventions is the development of trust
between the student and the teacher. Unsurprisingly, students who do not believe
their teacher is acting in their best interest are less likely to accept feedback and learn
from it (Bryk & Schneider, 2002; Cohen et al., 1999). So trust is an important
precondition for students to benefit from feedback. Creating trust is especially important for negatively stereotyped students, who may worry that feedback is a sign
of bias or prejudice (Cohen et al., 1999; Yeager et al., in press). Instead of trying
to fix their mistakes, students who do not trust their teachers may instead disengage
and miss out on important opportunities to learn.
Wise feedback interventions indirectly assure students that criticism of their work
results not from bias but from a firm belief in their potential to reach a higher standard (Cohen et al., 1999). To e↵ect this interpretation of critical feedback, wise
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interventions must communicate teachers’ high expectations and the belief that students can reach those expectations (Cohen et al., 1999; Yeager et al., in press).
For example, Yeager and colleagues (in press) randomly attached di↵erent post-it
notes to critical feedback about an essay that students completed for class. In the
wise feedback condition, this note read, “I’m giving you these comments because I
have very high expectations and I know that you can reach them.” This note helped
students interpret the teacher’s criticism as a sign of their high standards, rather than
as a sign of bias.
While these interventions help students develop trust with their teachers, their
e↵ects have been limited to stigmatized groups. For example, these interventions
have been shown to work for minority students in academic contexts (Cohen et al.,
1999; Yeager et al., in press). Majority group members generally do not benefit
from this type of feedback in the same way, presumably because they have less reason
to interpret it as a sign of prejudice or bias..

1.1.4

Theories of Intelligence

Research on people’s implicit theories has revealed that the extent to which people
view characteristics as malleable or fixed can influence their responses to setbacks and
their interest in seeking challenges (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). Intuitively, the extent
to which an individual views a particular quality, like intelligence, as malleable should
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influence their goals concerning developing that quality. Why would someone work
hard to change something that they believe cannot be changed? Similarly, negative
information about a personal quality should be less worrisome if the quality is viewed
as malleable rather than fixed. In the former case, the negative information identifies
an area for improvement; in the latter, it directs attention to an indelible personal
flaw.
A considerable body of empirical evidence supports this intuitive account. When
individuals view qualities as malleable rather than fixed, they tend to respond to
setbacks more adaptively across a variety of contexts from test-taking and studying to
school bullying and international conflict (Bar-Tal, Halperin, & Oren, 2010; Mangels,
Butterfield, Lamb, Good, & Dweck, 2006; Molden & Dweck, 2006; Mueller &
Dweck, 1998; Yeager, Trzesniewski, Tirri, Nokelainen, & Dweck, 2011). Students’
beliefs about the malleability of intelligence seem to be particularly relevant to their
feelings about school.
Students who believe intelligence to be malleable are more likely to adopt mastery
goals and to earn higher grades over the course of middle school (Blackwell et al.,
2007). For these students, school is an opportunity to improve themselves — to
become smarter — and e↵ort is a route to growth. For students who believe that
intelligence is fixed, on the other hand, e↵ort is sign of insufficient intrinsic ability, and
school is a place that can either validate or impugn one’s intelligence — not a place
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that can grow it. These divergent perspectives on e↵ort and evaluation can lead to
entirely di↵erent academic goals, priorities, and anxieties (Dweck, 1999; Molden &
Dweck, 2006). For example, students who are led to adopt a fixed view of intelligence
are more likely to overstate (lie about) their scores on an achievement test (Mueller
& Dweck, 1998), presumably because they do not want others to view their fixed
abilities in a negative light. Students who endorse fixed views of intelligence are also
less likely to pay attention to and benefit from critical feedback that could help them
improve (Mangels et al., 2006).
Several interventions targeting students’ beliefs about the malleability of intelligence have shown that these beliefs are themselves malleable and that they have a
causal influence on achievement (J. Aronson et al., 2002; Blackwell et al., 2007;
Good et al., 2003). For example, one intervention taught middle school students
that intelligence is malleable in the course of two sessions that were part of an eightsession course about the brain. Students who were taught about the malleability of
intelligence were more likely to be named by their teachers as students who experienced significant improvements in classroom motivation; they also earned significantly
higher grades in math over the following academic term. More recently, computeradministered versions of this intervention also succeeded at increasing scores. In one
study, middle school students who were in the bottom half of their class by GPA experienced a significant increase in GPA in the trimester after they were taught about
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the malleability of intelligence (Romero, Paunesku, & Dweck, 2011).

1.1.5

Self-Relevance

Research has shown that when students find school more relevant to their own lives,
they are more motivated and engaged in academics (Harackiewicz et al., 2012; Hulleman & Harackiewicz, 2009; Jang, 2008).
School can seem pointless to students who have trouble seeing how the things
they learn in class are relevant to their lives. Students who fail to see the relevance of
schoolwork tend to lose interest in coursework, especially in math and science classes
for which self-relevance is less immediately apparent (Brophy, Biswas, Katzlberger,
Bransford, & Schwartz, 1999; Hidi & Harackiewicz, 2000). When students are
disinterested, they are more likely to opt out of more advanced classes (Harackiewicz
et al., 2012), and in extreme cases, even drop out of school (Bridgeland et al., 2006).
On the other hand, when students see how school is relevant to their lives and career
aspirations, they invest more e↵ort in school and perform better (Harackiewicz et al.,
2012; Hulleman et al., 2009; Hulleman & Harackiewicz, 2009).
Research has shown that it is possible to increase academic relevance through
”self-relevance” interventions that ask students to write about how particular concepts or lessons learned in class are relevant to their lives (Hulleman & Harackiewicz,
2009). The success of self-relevance interventions at raising interest and achievement
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in school, particularly in STEM subjects (Harackiewicz et al., 2012; Hulleman &
Harackiewicz, 2009), provides direct causal evidence that students underperform and
under enroll in these courses because not enough is done to link these courses to their
personal lives.
These interventions also reveal that helping students see the relevance of their
coursework need not be difficult or expensive. Some schools and academic enrichment programs try to make schoolwork personally relevant through internships and
research experience (Barnard College, 2013; University of California Santa Cruz,
2012), and many have had success doing so (Packard & Nguyen, 2003; Stake &
Mares, 2001; Yamauchi, 2003). Such programs can no doubt be a positive force for
student engagement; however, the results of the psychologically wise self-relevance interventions show that the benefits of making school more relevant can be realized far
more easily and cost-e↵ectively, through well-timed conversations between students
and their parents or by setting aside time for students to reflect for themselves on how
their schoolwork is relevant (Harackiewicz et al., 2012; Hulleman & Harackiewicz,
2009). Schools and parents can take such steps immediately at virtually no cost
and without su↵ering through the often long, expensive process needed for structural
reform.
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1.1.6

Sense-of-Purpose

Sense-of-purpose interventions are related to but distinct from the self-relevance interventions described above. They draw on a long line of research which shows that
students exhibit greater tenacity when they connect their schoolwork to a sense of
purpose that encompasses a commitment to causes that transcend the self (Damon,
Menon, & Bronk, 2003; Deci & Ryan, 2000; McKnight & Kashdan, 2009; Yeager
& Bundick, 2009). For instance, high school students who describe their motivation
as a desire to contribute to society focus more on learning and less on merely avoiding
failure (Lee, McInerney, Liem, & Ortiga, 2010). A number of experimental studies
also demonstrate that linking one’s current learning to a meaningful purpose can lead
to greater motivation and deeper learning (Jang, 2008; Vansteenkiste et al., 2004).
This research suggests that helping students see the beyond-the-self purposes of
their schoolwork can lend to an inspiring — and motivating — interpretation of
otherwise boring activities. For example, a purpose for doing well in science class
may be to become an engineer who can make devices that make people’s lives better
(a beyond-the-self goal). This type of purpose is quite di↵erent from extrinsic motives,
like earning a good grade or getting a high-paying job. References to these latter,
extrinsic, motives are ubiquitous in popular culture, and they are used frequently by
adults to exhort students to do well (Ames, 1992; Boggiano & Katz, 1991; Deci &
Ryan, 2004). So it is no surprise that many students cite such motives when asked
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about the reasons they do schoolwork (Yeager & Bundick, 2009).
Notably, extrinsic motives are not well aligned with learning deeply. They focus
students on demonstrating ability to others in exchange for credentials and financial
rewards. From this perspective, schoolwork — especially boring or difficult schoolwork — is an obstacle to achieving one’s ultimate goals, and avoiding work or doing
the least amount needed to meet the external criteria is reasonable, even advisable.
In contrast, students who are motivated by their desire to use what they learn to
contribute to a beyond-the-self purpose can see tedious and difficult schoolwork differently. For these students, schoolwork provides a chance to build skills that will help
them make a positive impact on others. Interpreting schoolwork in this way — as in
line with and enabling the pursuit of a self-relevant long-term goal — may help these
students bring to bear additional e↵ort and self-control (Fishbach & Trope, 2005;
Fishbach, Zhang, & Trope, 2010; Loewenstein, 1996; Mischel, Cantor, & Feldman,
1996; Rachlin, 2000; Thaler & Shefrin, 1981; Trope & Fishbach, 2000; Zhang &
Fishbach, 2010).
Students who interpret their work through this prosocial lens may also circumvent
certain cultural pressures against high-achievement that is viewed as individualistic
or competitive. Researchers have long observed that high-achieving students may get
stigmatized as a “teacher’s pet” or “curve raiser” and face social costs, e.g., have fewer
friendships (Coleman, 1961; Fryer & Torelli, 2010; Tyson, Darity, & Castellino,
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2005). However, the perceived motivations of high-performing students a↵ect how
peers respond to them. Students who adopt prosocial, beyond-the-self motivations
may sidestep certain social pressures against high achievement.
Consistent with this assertion, research finds that high achievers who signal communal as opposed to competitive or individualistic values are better respected by
their peers (Boykin et al., 2005; Marryshow, Hurley, Allen, Tyler, & Boykin, 2005),
especially in ethnic minority and low-SES cultural contexts that emphasize communal
and cooperative goals over individualistic or competitive goals (American Psychological Association, 2002; Tyler et al., 2008). For example, a number of studies report
that Black elementary school students perform better on a variety of academic activities, including math, social studies, and language arts exercises, when those activities
are presented as communal as compared to competitive or individualistic (Boykin,
Lilja, & Tyler, 2004; Dill & Boykin, 2000; Hurley, Boykin, & Allen, 2005). This
research suggests that sense-of-purpose interventions may help students achieve in
part by licensing them to work harder in school. Unlike the more typically invoked
individualistic motives around professional prestige and financial success, the motives
invoked by sense-of-purpose interventions are communal in nature. In that respect,
they may be more consistent with the cultural values of students from traditionally underperforming groups, and they enable students to pursue academic mastery
without experiencing cultural dissonance or incurring social costs from their peers.
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To review, purpose interventions may work through two distinct paths: By changing students’ interpretation of schoolwork to be more meaningful and motivating and
also by licensing students to try their best without defying communal cultural practices. No sense-of-purpose interventions have yet been published. However, several
manuscripts in preparation, including two reported in this dissertation, describe how
these interventions have helped students view mundane schoolwork in more meaningful ways (Yeager, Henderson, et al., 2013) and how they have elevated academic
achievement among low-performing students (see Chapters 3 and 4). The success of
these field interventions suggests that students do want to make a positive impact on
the world and are more motivated in their schoolwork when they see it in this light.
It also suggests that students’ desire to do good in the world is a relatively untapped
motivational resource in normal school environments.

1.2

Fulfilling the Promise
“If you want truly to understand something, try to change it!”
- Kurt Lewin (as cited in Stam, 2006)

The interventions described above in many ways represent a return to the original
values of a discipline that made its mark by shedding light on the powerful, unseen
mechanisms underlying many of society’s biggest problems (Allport, 1954; E. Aronson et al., 1978; Darley & Latané, 1968; Lewin, 1947; Milgram, 1965; Zimbardo,
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1969). Prominent figures have recently lamented that social psychology has to some
extent retreated from the real world to the laboratory and, in the process, lost its
focus on the questions that matter to society (Cialdini, 2009; Reis & Gosling, 2010;
Ross, Lepper, & Ward, 2010). The methodologically precise and psychologically
insightful interventions reviewed above may be an antidote to this unwelcome trend:
They are simultaneously practically useful (satisfying the public) and scientifically
informative (satisfying academic psychologists).
Social psychological interventions that a↵ect academic achievement are compelling
to the public and policy makers because they reveal unique, often low-cost ways to
a↵ect important social outcomes. In principle, many of these interventions could be
administered at a price ranging from a few pennies to several dollars per student. For
example, the seminal value-affirmation interventions were only a few sheets of photocopied paper handed out to students by their teachers during class; they took only
15 minutes to complete (Cohen et al., 2006). This is far less costly than structural
reforms like decreasing class size (Ilon & Normore, 2006), creating tailored learning
communities (Weiss, Visher, Wathington, Teres, & Schneider, 2010), or setting up
conditional cash transfers (Goldrick-Rab, Harris, Benson, & Kelchen, 2011).
Educational field interventions also present a unique context for research. To
paraphrase Kurt Lewin, they let researchers test if they truly understand processes
by trying to change them. That is, they give researchers deep insight into the tensions
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that govern people’s worries, motivations, and behaviors by providing the opportunity
to see what happens when those tensions are displaced.
Although such interventions hold significant promise for education reform and for
fascinating research, questions about their robustness and generalizability must be
answered before this promise can be fulfilled. Can these interventions work consistently in the hands of non-experts (are they foolproof)? Can they work in a variety of
di↵erent educational contexts? To date, field experiments testing these interventions
have utilized relatively small samples and were administered with considerable direct involvement from researchers. For example, in a field intervention conducted by
Blackwell and colleagues (2007), 16 research assistants were personally trained by researchers to conduct 8 weeks of workshops with a total of 99 students. The high costs
of a procedure like this in terms of researcher time, class time, and transportation
severely limit the scalability of this type of protocol.
Therefore, before policy change can take place, we must determine if these interventions retain their e↵ectiveness even when they are delivered in a scalable format
— one that is cost-e↵ective and does not rely on fixed resources (e.g., the time of
preeminent psychological researchers). We must also determine whether they work
in many di↵erent contexts.
In order for research to investigate these topics, the financial and logistical barriers
to large-scale experiments in schools must be greatly reduced. Traditional education
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experiments are far too costly to answer the myriad questions relevant to the scale-up
of these interventions. For example, the Institute of Education Sciences awards an
average of $2.6 million to evaluate the efficacy of a single intervention, usually with
a sample of several hundred students (Institute of Education Sciences, 2012). Given
that the e↵ect sizes reported for social psychological interventions have been in the
d = .1 to d = .5 range, a grant supporting an experiment with 500 students could
only support 1-4 experiments with adequate (80%) statistical power.
In addition to being financially costly, field interventions are also far more time
consuming than lab experiments, and they are less likely to provide the “clean”
mediational data that has come to be expected in top disciplinary journals within
social psychology (Cialdini, 2009; Wilson & Linville, 1982). This gives academic
psychologists a strong disincentive to pursue such work.
In summary, for these interventions to realize their potential — to facilitate a
better educated society and to catalyze a return to a more field-centered social psychology — a new research paradigm is needed. This paradigm must enable researchers
to answer questions about the practical utility of these interventions and do so in an
economically efficient way that stops short of monopolizing researchers’ time. The
next chapter explores how this type of research might look.
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Chapter 2
Scaling Up Social Psychology

2.1

Introduction

Over the last several decades, social psychologists have learned a great deal about
changing human behavior in productive ways. By paying close attention to the psychological pressures influencing people’s behaviors and by drawing on insights from
psychological theory to redirect those pressures in targeted ways, they have crafted
brief interventions to: increase voter turnout (Bryan, Walton, Rogers, & Dweck,
2011); improve relationship stability (Finkel, Slotter, Luchies, Walton, & Gross, in
press); reduce power consumption (Allcott, 2011; Schultz, Nolan, Cialdini, Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2007); and raise academic achievement (see Chapter 1 for a
review). The creation and evaluation of these cost-e↵ective interventions draws on
certain psychological technologies — theoretically grounded and locally contextualized techniques, approaches, and practices — that hold the potential to alleviate
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important social problems while advancing knowledge.
In exercising and advancing these technologies, researchers can simultaneously improve society, elevate the status of psychological science, and learn how psychological
factors influence people over time, in interaction with the social environments they
inhabit. This is an exciting opportunity. It is also a great challenge because it pushes
psychological research to consider new questions and work at larger levels of analysis.
This challenge deserves our field’s attention because questions about the robustness,
cost-e↵ectiveness, and generalizability of these interventions must be answered before
they can be responsibly disseminated.
Below, I describe why these questions are especially important in the context of
intervention research. I also describe why large, diverse samples are necessary, though
not sufficient, for answering these questions while maintaining the public trust that
is critical for field research. In the subsequent section, I use the work of the Project
for Education Research That Scales (PERTS) as a case study in scaling up social
psychological research.

Robustness & Generalizability
In describing when education innovations should be broadly disseminated, Bryk
(2009) argued that it is critical “to know how to make [the innovation] work reliably
over many diverse contexts and situations.” Indeed, this is true of any innovation.
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To be socially useful, an innovation must work consistently over time and in di↵erent
environments. Often, they do not (Dusenbury, Brannigan, Falco, & Hansen, 2003;
Fullan, 2007; Graczvk & Weissberg, 2003; Labaree, 1998; Tyack & Cuban,
1995). Carefully crafted practices that show promising e↵ects in initial, small-scale
evaluations often lose their e↵ectiveness as they get implemented more broadly by
individuals with less expertise and lower incentives to maintain fidelity (Berman &
McLaughlin, 1976). For example, in initial efficacy trials, researchers may personally
visit a school to increase faculty support for an intervention study or to learn how
to tailor the intervention to the local context. In doing so, however, they almost
guarantee that the intervention will be administered more faithfully and with better
targeting in their study than it will in subsequent practice. That is, in subsequent
practice, a given intervention would probably be less e↵ective because it would be
administered by a less motivated and less expert team and in a di↵erent context from
the one for which it was tailored.
Of course, it is perfectly reasonable for researchers to first test whether a novel intervention can work under ideal circumstances. That is an advisable first step in any
research program. For example, trials for clinical interventions separately consider
their efficacy (performance under ideal circumstances) and e↵ectiveness (performance
under realistic circumstances) (Flay et al., 2005; Rush, 2009; U.S. Food and Drug
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Administration, 1998). However, the later steps, i.e., tests of e↵ectiveness under realistic circumstances, often never take place in social psychological research. In part,
this is because publishing practices disincentivize academic researchers from conducting replication studies (Giner-Sorolla, 2012; Koole & Lakens, 2012) and because
larger scale work is unavoidably more logistically difficult. In practice, this means
that many promising innovations never get broadly implemented or get implemented
despite questionable e↵ectiveness at scale.
Therefore, researchers who want their interventions to be broadly applied should
strive to test them under realistic circumstances. That means that they should minimize the degree to which they personally supervise or tailor an intervention in ways
that would be impractical in subsequent dissemination. They should also test interventions in multiple, diverse contexts because doing so decreases the probability that
the eccentricities of a particular context will drive (or inhibit) an e↵ect.
Both of these practices — more diverse samples and less enforcement of fidelity
— are likely to increase the variability of outcomes and decrease observed e↵ect sizes.
That means that researchers conducting these more realistic evaluations must increase
their sample size to compensate for the loss of statistical power.
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Cost & E↵ectiveness
Researchers who intend for their interventions to get broadly disseminated should
also consider cost-e↵ectiveness. At their best, intervention studies can a↵ect the real
world by providing decision-makers with the information they need concerning the
likely benefits of policy changes. For such decisions to be wise, they must weigh the
likely costs and benefits of implementation, and an intervention’s e↵ect-size is central
to the assessment of its benefits.
Theorists have discussed at length when and how e↵ect-size measurements are important for research and theory development, and they have put forward arguments
for why and when conventionally “small” e↵ect-sizes can be “impressive” (e.g., Prentice & Miller, 1992). In the context of basic research, this can make for interesting
and nuanced intellectual debate. In the context of applied research, however, the
arguments are rather more clear-cut.
In applied research, it would be patently vacuous to base a judgement of “importance” solely on statistical e↵ect size because e↵ect size is just one term in a
cost-benefit formula. It would be like trying to determine the volume of a box using
only its width. To determine whether an intervention should be implemented, one
must know how big its e↵ect is statistically, how important this e↵ect is practically,
and how much it costs to obtain this e↵ect. To give an extreme example, if an intervention extended humans’ lifespan with an e↵ect size of d = .05 (which is statistically
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“small”), it would equate to approximately 1 extra year of life and would clearly be
practically important. At that point, this benefit would have to be considered in
reference to its cost and compared to other policies competing for the same resources.
Although statistical e↵ect size is only one of several factors to consider when
evaluating the promise of an intervention, it is important to know it with some degree
of certainty. If there is a great variability in an expected e↵ect size, there will also be
great variability in the expected social benefit, making it hard to determine whether,
where, and at what cost an intervention is worth scaling up.
Critically, the variability of observed e↵ect-sizes varies considerably with statistical
power. As power decreases, the variability of observed e↵ect-sizes increases. For
example, assume that a treatment has a true e↵ect-size of d = 0.2, which is the average
reported e↵ect size across all psychological studies in the 20th Century (Richard,
Bond, & Stokes-Zoota, 2003). Simulation studies demonstrate that, even if this
intervention actually produced an e↵ect of d = 0.2, random variability would cause
the observed e↵ect of this treatment to be negative (below zero) approximately 1%
of the time with a sample of 1000 (500 per cell), 9% of the time with a sample of 200,
and 35% of the time with a sample of 30. In other words, an intervention that actually
exerts an e↵ect of d = 0.2 would, by random chance, appear to have a negative e↵ect
almost 1 in 10 times with a sample of 200 and more than a third of the time with a
sample of 30! Furthermore, with these sample sizes, it would only reach conventional
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levels of statistical significance (↵ = .05) if the observed e↵ect were actually larger
than the true e↵ect! If the true e↵ect-size were empirically observed, it would only
reach a conventional level of statistical significance with samples of 386 (193/cell) or
more. That is to say, when evaluated in an underpowered study, an actually e↵ective
intervention would appear to be harmful a sizable percentage of the time, and its
positive e↵ects would only be detectable at a statistically significant level a small
percentage of the time.
Therefore, researchers who hope to influence policy should strive to make their
e↵ect-size estimates as accurate as possible by harnessing sufficient statistical power.
Of course, sufficient power alone is not enough to guarantee that an intervention
will be as e↵ective in implementation as it was during a field study. As discussed
above, an intervention’s e↵ect also varies with the fidelity of implementation and the
similarity between the population in which it is tested and subsequently implemented.
However, when statistical power is insufficient, the observed e↵ect-size would provide
an inaccurate frame of reference for the subsequent e↵ect-size, even if the population
were perfectly matched and the treatment fidelity were extremely high.
The other key component to assessing cost e↵ectiveness is cost. Most psychological
interventions hypothetically have low monetary costs; for example, they may involve
students completing easy-to-photocopy reading and writing exercises (e.g., Cohen et
al., 2006; Hulleman & Harackiewicz, 2009) or showing students survey data and
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then video recording their responses to it (e.g., Walton & Cohen, 2007). These
activities are therefore seemingly no more expensive in terms of dollars, teacher time,
or student time than a single math worksheet or a high school video project. All of
these are plentiful, low-cost resources.
However, a focus on the tiny material costs of these interventions ignores the
potentially enormous costs of the expertise required to administer them with sufficient
fidelity. Theorists have explained that the impressive e↵ects of these interventions are
made possible by the carefully choreographed psychological experiences they elicit (see
Yeager & Walton, 2011). To the extent this is so, a part of the true cost of these
interventions must account for the great pains that eminent researchers go through
to ensure a school site executes their protocol faithfully. If such on-site supervision is
actually necessary, then these interventions are far more expensive than advertised.
Not only that, they may also be fundamentally limited in scale by the small worldwide
supply of expert researchers.
I do not mean to argue that these interventions are in fact expensive or that
they truly require on-site supervision from a full professor in a top-tier psychology
department. The results presented later in this dissertation provide direct evidence
to the contrary. However, I do mean to argue that traditional efficacy studies, which
provide extensive on-site supervision, training, and encouragement to intervention
facilitators, leave open the possibility that these “extras” are required for e↵ectiveness.
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To the extent that field experiments can avoid such hard-to quantify (and potentially
impossible to scale-up) extras, their results provide a better estimate of their robust,
scalable benefits.

Public Perceptions
Another reason to use large samples in field research relates to public perceptions.
Compared to laboratory studies, field studies are more likely to involve partnerships
with external institutions that provide funding or research subjects. These institutions, unsurprisingly, often want to know the outcomes of studies that they fund or
participate in.
When an underpowered intervention study fails to detect the e↵ect of a particular
treatment (as is likely to happen), policy makers and the public, who lack a nuanced
understanding of statistical power, are likely to perceive such failures as disconfirming
evidence of a treatment’s e↵ectiveness, even though it should be interpreted instead
as an absence of evidence in either direction. In this way, underpowered studies
substantially increase the risk that an e↵ective treatment will come to be perceived
as ine↵ective by the individuals in a position to fund and implement it or by those in
a position to materially or politically support subsequent research.
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2.2

A Case Study: The Project for Education Research That Scales

In this section, I use the Project for Education Research That Scales (PERTS) as
a case study for the creation of social psychological interventions with the goal of
broad-scale evaluation and dissemination. I describe the circumstances that led to the
project’s formation and the principles that guide its work; the logistical restrictions
we placed on ourselves to ensure that our field interventions were tested in realistic
ways and that enough students participated to assess their generalizability; how we
chose interventions that would be maximally e↵ective given these restrictions; and the
modifications we made to maximize the e↵ectiveness of the interventions we selected.
Although PERTS is focused on the academic context, many of the principles described
here could apply to other domains as well.

Recognizing the Opportunity
As detailed in Chapter 1, a number of small but rigorous field experiments demonstrated that brief social psychological interventions could have long-term e↵ects on
academic performance (J. Aronson et al., 2002; Blackwell et al., 2007; Cohen et al.,
2006, 2009; Walton & Cohen, 2007, 2011). These interventions showed surprisingly
large e↵ects on academic outcomes considering that they took from only 15-minutes
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(Cohen et al., 2006) to 3.3-hours (Blackwell et al., 2007) of class time to administer.
Additionally, they seemed to have the potential for extremely low implementation
costs. For example, the value-affirmations evaluated by Cohen and colleagues (2006)
required only a photocopied piece of paper and the growth mindset activities administered by Blackwell and colleagues’ (2007) research assistants appeared, at least in
principle, to be translatable into a text-based format. If these interventions could be
administered broadly, efficaciously, and cost-e↵ectively, there would be many direct
and indirect benefits.
Most directly, millions of students could potentially experience academic gains
that could translate into more enjoyable, higher paid jobs for them and greater economic productivity for society. To the extent that certain interventions continued to
disproportionately a↵ect students from stigmatized groups, the broadly disseminated
interventions could also reduce group-based achievement gaps by as much as 40% (see
Cohen et al., 2006). Additionally, because the interventions were brief and delivered
directly to students, these benefits would not require politically difficult structural
changes or commitments to extensive teacher professional development programs.
Indirectly, the successful scale-up of these interventions could have even fartherreaching impacts on education and psychological research. If these interventions
achieved broad-based success, they would encourage more attention to students’ psychology among educators and education policy makers. Whereas educational reforms
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usually focus on curriculum and pedagogy, the broad success of psychological interventions would signal the importance — and productivity — of considering students’
psychological state as well. This would spur more research about e↵ective psychological interventions and perhaps also about psychologically wise ways to reform education practice more holistically.
In short, existing evidence suggested that the potential benefits of the successful scale-up of these interventions could be enormous. However, it was equally clear
that broad-scale dissemination would be premature without further study. It was not
known whether these interventions would work broadly or without the close supervision of researchers who could not feasibly supervise programs in tens, to say nothing
of thousands, of schools every year.

Building the Infrastructure for Scalable Research
To learn whether social psychological interventions could broadly and robustly a↵ect
achievement, we needed to build a new type of infrastructure for educational research.
This infrastructure would need to let us deliver and evaluate these interventions with
many students in many geographically disparate schools. It would also need to enable us to do so in a way that would maintain a relatively high degree of fidelity
without demanding too much time and e↵ort from participating schools (otherwise
it would be too challenging to recruit them). Furthermore, we wanted to ensure that
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successful interventions could be administered to many more students without major
modifications because, if modifications were required, so too would new rounds of
evaluation.
To accomplish this, we created an online platform to administer the interventions
and simple logistical processes that could be applied consistently across schools. After
a school expressed interest in participating in an intervention, a brief phone call (1530 minutes) was arranged to explain the participation procedure to the person who
would act as the site coordinator; usually this was a teacher or counselor at the
school who would then recruit and orient their colleagues to the study. In addition
to this brief phone call, there were also 5-10 emails between research sta↵ and the
site coordinator until after the intervention, at which point this individual was asked
to send academic records to the research team. Following the phone call, the site
coordinator then handled the small amount of “training” that their colleagues required
before they could administer the intervention. In some schools this meant holding a
faculty meeting to explain the registration process to participating teachers; in other
cases, coordinators simply emailed instructions to participating teachers.
Several things about the PERTS process described above should be noted. First,
the amount of time needed was far lower than in traditional interventions in which
there are usually several long, face-to-face meetings between multiple research-team
members and multiple individuals at each site (often all of the participating teachers).
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Besides requiring far less time of fewer people, this approach cut travel time and
obviated complex scheduling between researchers and school sta↵, who are likely to
have di↵erent, busy schedules. Because the process could be asynchronous, it was far
more flexible. Whereas multi-person face-to-face meetings may have to be scheduled
weeks or months in advance, asynchronous coordination has fewer dependencies and
can take place over the course of a few days. The use of a site coordinator provided
much of the benefit of having sta↵ visit the site, but it did so in a scalable way.
The ability to coordinate remotely also removed geographic barriers that would have
otherwise made working with distant schools prohibitively difficult.
Once oriented, teachers registered at perts.net. This was a standard, 5-10 minute
process during which they provided their email, name, and demographic characteristics. They would also agree to follow study procedures, e.g., download a parent
information form and send it home to parents. Upon registration, teachers would
enter a label for each participating class and schedule when it would participate.
This scheduling also let researchers and site coordinators track whether a particular
teacher was on schedule to complete study activities when they said they would (see
Figure 1). This was done through a web panel showing the schedule and participation status across dozens or hundreds classes in a school or study (see Figure 2). It is
important to note that the flexibility of the automated scheduling enabled teachers
to plan the intervention activities around their own schedule without difficulty; this
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made the intervention far less disruptive to course plans.
The benefits of the online platform were equally pronounced during the completion
of the online materials, i.e., surveys and interventions. The use of online materials
instead of paper and pencil materials meant that intervention materials did not need
to be transported and that students’ responses to survey questions did not need to be
transcribed; this saved time and money. It also meant that progress could be tracked
in real time, as students answered questions.
Another key aspect of the scalable infrastructure was shortening the amount of
class time required for each study. We restricted intervention studies to 1-3 sessions
of one class period each, i.e., 45-135 minutes of class time in total would be devoted to
the studies. The small time footprint helped recruit schools that may have otherwise
been hesitant to cede significant class time.
A final important aspect to this infrastructure was the iterative process we went
through to refine it and make it easy for schools to use. Our sta↵ visited school sites
during pilot testing to check for anomalies and errors that would be disruptive to
students’ experiences. We also actively sought feedback from participating students
and teachers through a brief online survey at the end of the final online activity. At
the end of the study, we also scheduled a 15 minute debriefing phone call with each
school site coordinator. This feedback improved the experience in future iterations.
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Figure 1: Teacher Panel. When teachers are logged in, they can add and schedule
classes, download necessary materials, and take the teacher survey.
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Figure 2: Researcher panel. A researcher panel showing study progress across multiple
schools. These progress summaries can be viewed at multiple levels, by program (as
above), by school, or by individual class.
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Scaling Up the Psychological Experience
Within the restrictions set by our infrastructure, our goal was to create materials
that would consistently evoke powerful psychological experiences for many di↵erent
groups of students. That meant we had to 1) choose interventions that would be
most likely to a↵ect achievement across a broad range of students and 2) distill the
key messages so that they were short and simple but psychologically powerful.
A priori, we did not know what types of schools would get recruited to our sample.
So it was important to choose interventions that a↵ect common psychological barriers across many di↵erent types of schools. For example, value-affirmation or sense
of belonging interventions were not ideal candidates given these restrictions because
they would only be predicted to yield positive e↵ects for certain groups and under
specific circumstances. Both of these interventions selectively influence students from
stigmatized groups (Cohen et al., 2006; Sherman et al., 2013; Walton & Cohen,
2007). Furthermore, these interventions alleviate group based-concerns that are more
likely to be active when one’s group is underrepresented in the context: Prior research suggests these interventions may not apply to members of stigmatized groups
in contexts in which these groups are adequately represented (Inzlicht & Ben-Zeev,
2000; Logel, Walton, Peach, Spencer, & Zanna, 2010). When representation is adequate, the psychological pressures that belonging and affirmation interventions act
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upon are less likely to depress students’ achievement. Therefore, we generally focused scale-up e↵orts on growth mindset and sense-of-purpose interventions because
these interventions target psychological barriers likely to exist in a wide variety of
educational contexts (see Chapter 1).
In addition to choosing interventions that were likely to be broadly applicable, we
worked to distill the key messages and create intervention activities that would help
students e↵ectively internalize them. First, the interventions were never presented as
remedial so as to avoid reactance or defensiveness and to avoid stigmatizing students
(cf. Sherman, Cohen, et al., 2009; Yeager & Walton, 2011). Instead we used a
“stealthy” approach: Teachers were instructed to describe the activities as a study
about learning rather than an intervention. Following in the footsteps of earlier
successful interventions (e.g., J. Aronson et al., 2002; Walton & Cohen, 2007;
Wilson & Linville, 1982), we explained to students that we needed their help to
communicate the intervention content to other students in their own words. This
tactic was employed to defuse defensiveness and to get students to internalize the
ideas by publicly endorsing them (cf. J. Aronson et al., 1999; Bem, 1965; Cooper
& Fazio,

1984). This writing exercise also enabled students to “self-customize”

the intervention message and to author its implications for their own lives. This
is important because prior research suggests that students are more responsive to
intervention messages when given the opportunity to self-generate them instead of
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simply being told to accept them (Godes, Hulleman, & Harackiewicz, 2007).
Finally, the materials were designed to communicate norms about the intervention messages in ways that would mitigate defensiveness and model acceptance and
integration of key ideas. For example, in the sense-of-purpose intervention, we were
concerned that students may think it counter-normative to frame their learning in
terms of the prosocial, beyond-the-self goals that it would help them achieve. To dispel these concerns, we presented survey results suggesting that many students think
about school in these terms (cf. Prentice & Miller, 1993). All the while we tried to
increase acceptance of this information by explaining that it is normal for students
to not initially think this way but to come around to it over time; this tactic was
intended to di↵use the possibility that students would think themselves foolish for
not having already thought about school in this way. We also modeled the process
of conceptual transformation that we wanted students to have using vignettes that
described students’ thinking changing over time through self-reflection, e.g.:
For me, getting an education is all about learning things that will help
me do something I can feel good about, something that matters for the
world. I used to do my homework just to earn a better grade, but now
I realize it’s much more important than that. Doing well in school is all
about preparing myself to do something that matters, something that I
care about.
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Summary
By paying close attention to the psychological forces at play in real-world environments and by designing interventions to deflect those forces, social psychologists can
e↵ect positive changes in people’s lives and causally test the strength of the hypothesized forces. Such work presents unique opportunities to help mitigate important
social problems while advancing knowledge. However, before these types of interventions can fulfill their promise through broad, e↵ective dissemination, their robustness
must be tested. As I argue above, this type of testing requires an explicit focus on
scalable intervention approaches: Approaches that can be tested with large, diverse
samples and without significant “hidden inputs,” like the supervision of expert researchers. Adherence to these approaches ensures that field interventions can, once
shown to be e↵ective, be broadly disseminated without significant alteration and with
reasonably estimated benefits and costs.
In the following four chapters, I present data from three separate studies investigating the robustness of several scalable psychological interventions. The next three
chapters (3-5) describe the methods and primary results of these studies. Chapter 6
focuses on local norms about growth mindset and the way they influence students’
responses to interventions.
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Chapter 3
Scalably helping at-risk high school
students: Brief social-psychological
interventions as a systemic solution
to academic underperformance

3.1

Introduction

In recent years, rigorous field-experiments have demonstrated that brief social-psychological
interventions can change how students think about learning and e↵ect lasting gains
in academic performance (see Chapter 1). The success of these experiments suggests
the potential for social-psychological interventions to contribute to e↵orts to remedy
persistent problems in education (Yeager & Walton, 2011). However, these initial
demonstrations were relatively small in scale, and they provided expert researchers
with more direct control over implementation than would be feasible on a large scale
(see Chapter 2). Because of this, it is uncertain whether the e↵ects of these initial
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field experiments are robust and generalizable: Would these interventions work under realistic administration circumstances? Would they work across many education
contexts?
These questions are important for practice and for research. Practically, interventions are far more useful if they work broadly and consistently (Bryk, 2009).
Scientifically, findings are more helpful for building theory if they are robust and
replicable (Pashler & Wagenmakers, 2012; Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011;
Spies et al., 2013). They are also more useful for understanding people broadly if
they are generalizable (see Yeager, Krosnick, et al., 2011).
In the present research, we sought to determine whether two distinct social psychological interventions can robustly a↵ect academic achievement in a variety of educational contexts. To do this, we created internet-based versions of two distinct
social psychological interventions and tested them in a randomized field-experiment
targeting a diverse sample of high school students (N = 1594 attending 13 di↵erent
schools). One intervention was designed to convey a growth-mindset, to teach students that intelligence is malleable and grows with challenge and e↵ort (J. Aronson
et al., 2002; Blackwell et al., 2007; Good et al., 2003). The other intervention was
a sense-of-purpose intervention that aims to help students find meaningful, beyondthe-self reasons to learn and work hard in school (Damon et al., 2003; Yeager &
Bundick, 2009; Yeager, Henderson, et al., 2013). The hypothesized mechanisms
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behind both of these interventions are described in detail in Chapter 1.
Our use of internet-based administration was intended to reduce the logistical
complexity of this field research and to lessen the time commitment required of schools
and researchers. In this way, the use of internet administration permits significantly
larger and more heterogeneous samples. It also ensures that e↵ective treatments can
be scaled up to more students at high fidelity and with little additional cost. This
novel approach enabled us to shine light on previously unstudied questions.
First, how commonplace are the psychological processes targeted by social psychological interventions? Are they common in and harmful of students’ outcomes in
diverse school settings? Much laboratory research in psychology with small, select
samples assumes that the results speak to people’s lives more broadly (see Yeager,
Krosnick, et al., 2011). But are interventions that address key psychological processes
in education relevant in diverse school settings? If they are, it would suggest that
social-psychological interventions may constitute an important element of education
reform.
Second, can we change complex social psychological processes like students’ beliefs
about schooling in broad samples? Psychologists have perfected tools to change
psychology with relatively homogenous samples in controlled laboratory settings. Do
our tools translate to large-scale field settings where it would be prohibitive to “handdeliver” or tailor a stimulus to large numbers of people?
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We hypothesized that these interventions would a↵ect students’ academic mindsets (specifically, their beliefs about the malleability of intelligence and their construal
of the purpose of school work) and that they would raise achievement among struggling students. Of course, students may struggle for a variety of reasons. For example, they may simply be academically underprepared, or they may face psychological
threats that make it more difficult for them to study or perform e↵ectively (e.g., Steele
& Aronson, 1995; Taylor & Walton, 2011). But whatever the specific source of
their difficulties, it is especially important for students in challenging circumstances
to keep themselves motivated in order to succeed, and research shows that students
with adaptive academic mindsets are more motivated and resilient (Farrington et al.,
2012; Lesgold & Welch-Ross, 2012).
Thus, we anticipated that these mindset interventions would be most immediately beneficial to students with a history of poor performance—those who are more
likely to experience school as challenging. Such e↵ects would be consistent with past
research, in which social psychological interventions have proven most e↵ective at
raising achievement among students at-risk of poor performance, including students
with a history of poor performance and negatively stereotyped ethnic minority students (Cohen et al., 2009; Walton & Cohen, 2011). To examine this in the present
research, we test whether intervention e↵ects are most evident at helping students
in challenging academic situations. So we examine intervention e↵ects in challenging
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core academic courses, among previously low-performing students, and on markers of
poor performance, like course failure rates.

3.2

Methods

Participating Schools and Students
Thirteen schools signed up to participate and agreed to provide participating students’
academic records. These schools were located in the Southwestern and Eastern United
States. Eight were public schools, four were charter schools, and one was a private
school. They varied widely in socioeconomic characteristics; in five schools, 0-10%
of students received free or reduced lunch because of their low household income; in
two schools the figure was 11-50%; and in the remaining six schools, more than half
of students were from low-income households.
Across the 13 schools, 1650 students participated in the study. Analyses focus
on the 1594 students for whom both pre and post-intervention semester grades were
available. Analyses of academic outcomes included all students who were assigned to
condition, regardless of whether they completed session 2 (28% of students did not).
That is, we used a conservative, “intent-to-treat” analysis. This included 525 Latino,
277 Asian, 371 White, 174 Black, and 247 other/mixed ethnicity students in grades
9-12. Individual students’ socioeconomic characteristics (SES) were not collected;
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however, school-level SES was available via the free and reduced lunch rate for all
public and charter schools (12 out of 13 in the sample).

Procedure
The study consisted of two 45-minute sessions spaced approximately two weeks apart
(M = 13 days). Both sessions were administered in each school’s computer lab during
the spring semester, between January and May 2012. Teachers were instructed to
introduce the activities as a part of an ongoing Stanford University study about
why and how students learn. Teachers were explicitly instructed not to present the
activities as an intervention. Upon signing into the study website, each student was
randomly assigned to a control condition or to one of three intervention conditions
— a growth-mindset intervention, a sense-of-purpose intervention, or a combined
intervention condition. The first session started with the pre-study survey and moved
on to the growth-mindset intervention or its control condition. The second session
started with the sense-of-purpose intervention or its control condition; it ended with
the post-study survey. The content of each intervention is described below.
Growth-mindset intervention. In the growth-mindset intervention, students read
an article describing the brain’s ability to restructure itself as a consequence of e↵ortful practice. The article focused on the implications of these neuroscientific findings
for students’ potential to become more intelligent through study and practice. Figure
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Figure 3: Intervention Screenshot. The growth mindset intervention uses the
metaphor that the brain is like a muscle.

3 shows a screenshot of this intervention. This message was reinforced through several writing exercises. In one, students summarized the scientific findings in their own
words. In the second, they read about a hypothetical student who was becoming discouraged and starting to think of himself as “not smart enough” to do well in school.
The writing exercise asked participant students to advise this student based on what
they had read. In the control condition, students read and completed similar materials. However, these materials focused on functional localization, not neural plasticity.
They thus lacked the key psychological message that intelligence is malleable.
Sense-of-purpose intervention. The sense-of-purpose intervention was designed to
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help students understand their schoolwork in the context of meaningful, beyond-theself goals (see Chapter 1). To start students thinking about meaningful, beyond-theself goals, the intervention first asked students how they wish the world could be a
better place. It then went on to explain that many students work hard in school so
that they can grow up to be empowered individuals who can make the world a better
place, e.g., to “make a positive impact on the world,” or “make their families proud or
be a good example for other people.” Students were then asked to think about their
own goals and how learning and working hard in school could help them achieve these
goals. In the control condition, students completed either of two similarly formatted
web modules. One asked students to describe how their lives were di↵erent in high
school than before high school. The other focused on economic self-interest as a
reason to work hard in school.

Psychological Measures
Growth Mindset. We measured students’ beliefs about the malleability of intelligence
using two questions from the theories of intelligence scale used by Blackwell and
colleagues (2007). The two items were, “You can learn new things, but you can’t
really change your basic intelligence.” and “You have a certain amount of intelligence
and you really can’t do much to change it.” Only two items were used to save time
during questionnaire administration. These two items formed a reliable composite,
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↵ = .84.
Construal of Schoolwork. We assessed students’ interpretation of a variety of
mundane academic tasks, e.g., taking notes in math class, revising an essay, solving
math equations, using the Construal of Schoolwork task (Yeager, Henderson, et al.,
2013). This 8-item measure is designed to assess whether students view schoolwork at
a mechanical, low level-of-construal or at a more abstract and meaningful, high levelof-construal. For example, the measure identifies a particular academic task, e.g.,
“Doing your math homework,” and then asks students to, “Choose the description
that more naturally comes to your mind.” The two options include, “Typing numbers
into a calculator and writing formulas” (low level-of-construal) or, “Building your
problem-solving skills” (high level-of-construal). It formed a reliable composite, ↵ =
.72.

Measures of Academic Performance
Schools provided participating students’ transcripts. We calculated each student’s
fall- and spring-semester grade point average (GPA) in core academic courses (i.e.,
math, English, science, and social studies; respectively, pre- and post-intervention
GPA). We focused on core academic courses because these courses are generally considered the most crucial to students’ success and because they are the most challenging
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(the average grade across core subjects was 2.47 vs. 3.15 in other subjects). The difficulty of these courses made them most relevant to academic mindset interventions
intended to buttress students’ motivation and resilience.

3.3

Results

Manipulation Checks
Growth Mindset. A linear regression controlling for pre-study mindset showed that
students in the growth mindset group endorsed an incremental view of intelligence to
a greater extent than students in the control group, b = .17, t(1009) = 2.647, p = .01.
Construal of Schoolwork. A linear regression controlling for pre-treatment construal of schoolwork showed that students in the sense-of-purpose group endorsed
a higher level of construal of mundane academic tasks than students in the control
group, b = .05, t(1002) = 2.451, p = .01.

Post-Intervention Grade Point Average
To determine whether each treatment influenced post-study GPA and whether it did
so to a greater extent for previously poor-performing students, we subjected postintervention semester GPA to a linear regression including pre-intervention GPA
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Figure 4: GPA e↵ects. Gains in semester GPA were observed for at-risk students.
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(standardized), a dummy code for each treatment, and their multiplicative interaction. Because all of the interactions terms were of a similar magnitude and significance (bs -.05 to -.06, ts=-1.582 to -1.806), we collapsed the interventions conditions
together into a single treatment dummy code (0=control, 1=treatment). We then
conducted the same regression with the new treatment dummy code. The predicted
interaction was significant, b =

0.06, t(1590) =

2.163, p = 0.03. The simple ef-

fect of treatment was significant one standard deviation below mean GPA, b = .09,
t(1590) = 2.475, p = .01, but not one above it, t < 1. That is, the intervention raised
the grades of initially lower-performing students.
We also sought to test the e↵ects of the intervention on the grades of students
who would be considered academically at-risk based on widely accepted criteria. To
identify such students, we used the indicators developed by the Consortium from
Chicago School Research and the National High School Center (see Allensworth &
Easton, 2005, 2007; Heppen & Therriault, 2008). Using these criteria, we marked
as at-risk all students who earned an overall GPA of 2.0 and below and those who
earned an “F” in any core academic course; these students are at a significantly higher
risk of dropping out than others. There were 467 such students, 29.3% of the sample.
We conducted another linear regression to determine how much larger the effect was for at-risk students. The interaction included at-risk status (0=normal,
1=at-risk), treatment (0=control, 1=treatment), their interaction, and a covariate
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1.03⇤⇤⇤
(0.33)
0.06
(0.16)
0.18
(0.19)
0.52⇤⇤
(0.19)

Intercept
Time
Treatment
Time X Treatment
AIC
Log Likelihood
Num. Obs
Num. Students
Num. Courses
Num. Schools
Variance Student
Variance Course
Variance School
Variance Residual
***

p < 0.001,

**

3730.74
1858.37
3366
467
199
12
1.61
1.84
0.64

p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, · p < 0.1

Table 1: Regression parameters for the course failure mixed-e↵ects model.

for pre-study GPA. The interaction was significant, b = .15, t(1589) = 2.529, p = .01,
demonstrating that the treatments had a significantly greater impact on at-risk students (mean change in GPA control=.04, growth mindset=.18, purpose=.19, combined=.16). See Figure 4.
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Course Failure
We also examined the e↵ect of the intervention on course failures among at-risk students (these students accounted for 96% of failed courses). After the intervention,
the rate of course failure was lower in each treatment condition than the control
group (control=50%, growth mindset=40%, purpose=40%, combined=41%). To assess statistical significance, we used a logistic mixed-e↵ect model (Bates, Maechler, &
Bolker, 2012). As the outcome, we specified failure in each core academic course before and after treatment; as fixed e↵ects, we specified treatment (dummy-coded), time
(0 pre-treatment, 1=post-treatment), and their interaction; as random intercepts we
specified each student and course. See Table 1 for regression parameters.
The rate at which at-risk students failed courses was significantly reduced as a
function of the interaction between time and treatment group, OR = .59, z =

2.743,

p = .006. See Figure 5. In the semester before the intervention, the control group
and treatment group had very similar rates of course failure (49% versus 48%). In
the semester after the intervention, the rate stayed flat in the control group (< 1%
change) but dropped in the treatment group (by 8%). The treatment led the 329
at-risk students in the treatment group to pass an estimated 94 courses more than
would be expected based on control-group passing rates1 .
1

Change in passing in treatment relative to control: 8% * 1177 courses taken in the treatment
group = 94 extra courses passed
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Figure 5: Course failure e↵ects. Treatment reduced the rate at which at-risk students
failed courses.
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3.4

Discussion

The two social psychological interventions tested in the reported experiment raised
academic achievement among the students for whom school is most challenging: Those
considered at-risk by established indicators (Allensworth & Easton, 2005, 2007; Heppen & Therriault, 2008). These students, who had failed at least one core class or
had a GPA of 2.0 and below in the semester prior to the study, earned higher grades
and passed more courses if they were assigned to the treatment group. Furthermore,
these e↵ects were obtained in a diverse sample of students from heterogeneous schools,
through a scalable format, in less than 90 minutes of class time, and with minimal
supervision from researchers. The methods and sample size of this study represent a
significant departure from prior social psychological intervention research, and they
speak to the robustness of these e↵ects under realistic administration circumstances.
These interventions prevented an estimated 94 course failures among 329 at-risk
high school students. In a sample of 329,090 students, would they prevent 94,000
course failures? In a sample of 4.93 million students—the worst performing third
of high school students nationwide—would they prevent a proportional 1.4 million
course failures? The present results suggest this possibility, and the methods provide
a feasible way to test it. A large, nationally representative study of internet-based
psychological interventions could provide key information concerning where these interventions work and reliable estimates for their e↵ect sizes in di↵erent populations.
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Such data could act as a springboard for wide-scale dissemination in the populations
where they would do the most good. They would also provide countless new insights
for research concerning which psychological factors inhibit di↵erent groups of students from learning—insights that could be used in the formation of new intervention
methods.
Although we only observed e↵ects on academic achievement among at-risk students in the present study, it is important to note that “at-risk” is not a static
individual di↵erence but a function of an individual’s level of challenge in a given
context. Based on prior theory and research, we would expect the two tested mindset
interventions to raise achievement in a variety of settings and for a variety of students, provided that the students are trying to learn under circumstances that they
find challenging. In the case of high school, that group can be operationalized as
students who have low prior GPAs. In other environments, that operationalization
may be quite di↵erent. For example, the higher performing students who adopted
a growth mindset as a result of the present intervention may be served well by that
mindset when they move onto college and start to take more challenging classes.
Despite their many strengths, internet-based interventions are not magic bullets
for school reform. Decreasing course failures by 8% is an extraordinary feat for a
90-minute exercise, but surely far more good could come of finding e↵ective ways to
foster adaptive student psychology during the other 74,310 minutes of the average
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high school students’ academic year (Kolbe, Partridge, & O’Reilly, 2011). How can
the lessons of this kind of research help inform what parents and teachers do and
how peer interactions are structured? No such techniques are currently established
(Farrington et al., 2012), but this is an important question for future research.
Future research should also investigate how these interventions interact. In the
present study, the combined treatment condition was no more powerful than either
of the single treatments. There are multiple potential explanations for this finding,
none of which can be ruled out with the collected data. For example, it could be
that struggling students can only focus on a single, motivating reason to try hard in
school at a given time. If that were the case, then the second intervention message may
provide no marginal benefit because it competes for attention with the first message.
This possibility suggests that integrating the two interventions together, as part of
a coherent framework, may improve treatment e↵ectiveness by giving students one
powerful reason to try hard instead of two separate, less powerful reasons to try hard.
Another possibility is that there was not enough time for the combined treatment to
exert a larger e↵ect on grades. Perhaps stronger e↵ects will emerge in the combined
treatment condition over time, as students encounter more situations in which a
sense-of-purpose or a growth mindset is particularly helpful.
Finally, future research should explore how to scale up interventions that address
achievement gaps. Value-affirmation and belonging interventions target psychological
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processes that a↵ect some students more than others, e.g., stereotype threat (Steele &
Aronson, 1995), and they can reduce group-based inequalities in school achievement
(e.g., Cohen & Prinstein, 2006; Sherman et al., 2013; Walton & Cohen, 2011).
If scaled up, perhaps they could even reduce achievement disparities systemically.
However, these interventions are less generalizable by design in so far as they only
target certain groups of students. They are also less robust in so far as they are
highly sensitive to timing (Cook, Purdie-Vaughns, Garcia, & Cohen, 2011). Future
research should consider the proper ways to scale up these interventions so that they
reduce achievement disparities without wasting school resources and the time of those
students who would be unlikely to benefit from them.
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Chapter 4
Increasing Resilience in
Community College Math

4.1

Introduction

This chapter describes our e↵orts to improve academic outcomes in community college
mathematics by adapting and widely testing two scalable, psychological interventions.
As described below, community college is an important avenue to social mobility, but
students encounter significant difficulties in completing required courses, particularly
mathematics. These courses are challenging for community college students, who are
often unprepared for difficult coursework and who often come to college with histories
of academic failure. To succeed under these difficult circumstances, students must stay
resilient. In the research described below, we sought to test whether two interventions
designed to target mindsets relevant to academic resilience could improve community
college students’ academic outcomes.
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The Community College Context
Community colleges are widely recognized as an essential avenue to social advancement (Baum et al., 2010). These colleges serve as entry-points to higher education
and higher-paying jobs, especially for low income, first-generation, and minority students, who are more likely to attend them than four-year schools (Bailey & Alfonso,
2005; Horn & Nevill, 2006; Kolesnikova, 2009; Mullin, 2012). Students attending community colleges are the fastest growing population in higher education
(Silva & White, 2013), accounting for 56% of the entire U.S. student population in
2012 (American Association of Community College, 2013). However, community colleges have also been criticized for high attrition and failure rates (Edgecombe, 2011;
Jenkins & Cho, 2011), especially in mathematics courses (Bailey & Alfonso, 2005).
Many factors contribute to community college students’ low graduation rates.
They are more likely to have families, to work, or to come from economically disadvantaged backgrounds (Bailey & Alfonso, 2005; Fike & Fike, 2008). However, one of
the greatest obstacles is that so many arrive academically unprepared for college-level
coursework, especially math (Bailey, Jeong, & Cho, 2010; Grubb, 2010; Levin &
Calcagno, 2008; Silva & White, 2013). Many are also psychologically unprepared to
stay resilient through the requisite hours of frustration-filled study required to catch
up and succeed (Yeager, Bundick, & Johnson, 2012).
Community college students, particularly those needing developmental classes, are
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more likely to have a history of academic failure (Adelman, 2006; Lesgold & Welch,
2012; Silva & White, 2013). This may make them especially likely to arrive with low
academic expectations and maladaptive beliefs about school that, in turn, can make
them less likely to pursue strategies that could help them succeed (Fike & Fike, 2008;
Lesgold & Welch, 2012). In two recent surveys of thousands of community college
students by the Center for Community College Student Engagement (CCCSE) only
23% said that they often worked with others outside of class (Center for Community
College Student Engagement, 2011), and 76% said that they never sought face-to-face
tutoring (Center for Community College Student Engagement, 2012). In addition,
there is evidence that these students struggle to see the purpose and relevance of their
coursework (Yeager et al., 2012).
This problem is especially pronounced in math. Math is often referred to as the
gateway subject for degree completion because so many students fail to complete
their math requirements and are prevented from earning degrees as a result (Adelman, 2006). At least one college-level math course is required to graduate, and for
many majors several college-level math courses are required (Grubb, 2010). Yet, approximately 60% of all incoming community college students are required to complete
“developmental” (pre-college) math classes before they even start college-level math
(Levin & Calcagno, 2008). Of these, only 31% complete the required classes within
three years (Bailey et al., 2010; Grubb, 2010). For those referred to the lowest level
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developmental math classes, this number drops to a dismal 16% (Edgecombe, 2011).
The prospect of several semesters of non-credit classes — often revisiting material
they have failed in the past — causes many students to never enroll at all. Of those
who do, over half quit within the first few weeks (Silva & White, 2013). Clearly,
many community college students experience math as particularly challenging.
To summarize, math requirements serve as a critical “gateway” to degree completion, and there is evidence that some students fail to complete these requirements in
part because they do think about school in maladaptive ways that make it difficult to
stay motivated. To the extent that an underlying cause of this educational problem
is psychological, it provides an opportunity to create and test psychological solutions.

Social Psychological Interventions
Academic mindsets have started to receive considerable attention because of their important role in facilitating student motivation and success (Farrington et al., 2012;
Yeager & Walton, 2011). A recent report from the National Academy of Sciences
drew attention to psychological factors as key determinants of adult learners’ persistence (Lesgold & Welch, 2012).
Psychological factors are a particularly attractive target for investigation because
they can be changed with brief, targeted interventions (J. Aronson et al., 2002;
Blackwell et al.,

2007;

Good et al.,

2003;
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Hulleman & Harackiewicz,

2009;

Jamieson, Mendes, et al., 2010; Walton & Cohen, 2007, 2011; Yeager & Walton,
2011; for a review, see Yeager & Walton, 2011). In the present work, we sought
to impart community college students with two academic mindsets that we believed
would help them remain resilient in challenging math classes. In doing so, we hoped to
1) identify a partial solution to the social problem of underperformance in community
college math and 2) model an example of how the principles of social psychology can
be applied at a socially meaningful scale within a particular type of context.
Theorists have observed that successful psychological interventions must be wise
to the contexts in which they unfold (Yeager & Walton, 2011). Guided by this
principle, we focused on two distinct psychological factors that we believed, based
on the evidence discussed below, would be pertinent to community college students’
experiences in math and also malleable through brief, scalable interventions.
These two psychological factors were students’ growth mindset, i.e., their beliefs
about the malleability of intelligence, and their sense-of-purpose about schoolwork,
i.e., whether they understand their schoolwork in the context of meaningful beyondthe-self goals. Roughly, these factors map onto the way students answer the questions
“Can I do my schoolwork?” and “Should I do my schoolwork?”
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Growth Mindset
One social psychological factor that may a↵ect community college math achievement
is students’ mindsets about intelligence — students’ beliefs about whether intelligence
is fixed or malleable. Research demonstrates that mindsets about intelligence have
important consequences for how students’ respond to challenges (Blackwell et al.,
2007; Good et al., 2003; Yeager & Walton, 2011). Students who believe intelligence
is fixed — who have a fixed mindset — value appearing smart over learning (Dweck
& Leggett, 1988). These students are less likely to ask for help when faced with a
challenge out of fear of exposing their inability (Blackwell et al., 2007; Nussbaum
& Dweck, 2008). Because they believe that ability in a subject is inherent, they
often withdraw e↵ort or even cheat when faced with a challenge, seeing no other
remedy for failure (Hong, Chiu, Dweck, Lin, & Wan, 1999). Conversely, students who
believe intelligence is malleable — who have a growth mindset — value learning in the
classroom and respond to challenges more adaptively (Blackwell et al., 2007; Robins
& Pals, 2002). They seek help, try new strategies, and increase their e↵ort when faced
with setbacks (Blackwell et al., 2007; Hong et al., 1999). Not surprisingly, students
with a growth mindset perform better academically than students with a fixed mindset
(Blackwell et al., 2007). These di↵erences are pronounced in challenging subjects,
like math, where setbacks are common and perseverance is necessary for success
(Blackwell et al., 2007). In several rigorous, small-scale studies, teaching a growth
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mindset has led to greater math achievement in junior high students (Blackwell et
al., 2007; Good et al., 2003) and higher grade point averages in African American
students at an elite university (J. Aronson et al., 2002).
A growth mindset intervention may be particularly beneficial to community college students, who are disproportionately likely to have had histories of academic
failure (Adelman, 2006; Lesgold & Welch, 2012). Their personal histories and systematic evidence that they do not seek out help when needed (Center for Community
College Student Engagement, 2011, 2012) suggests community college students may
be especially likely to internalize doubts about their academic abilities and to worry
about whether they are capable of doing well or growing intellectually. For instance,
students can come to believe that if they struggle or require help, it means they are
too dumb to pass. When this happens, it can make positive engagement in school—
like seeking help from peers or faculty — seem like a tacit admission of inability.

Sense-of-Purpose
Community college students’ achievement may also be influenced by their interpretation of why they should learn. A number of studies by Hulleman, Harackiewz, and
colleagues (2012; 2008; 2009; 2010) suggests that students are more motivated and
perform better when they can understand how their school work is relevant to their
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own lives. Other research suggests that particular types of self-relevance may be especially motivating: Those that enable students to interpret schoolwork in reference
to a sense of purpose, that is meaningful goal that transcends the self.
Students exhibit greater tenacity when they connect their schoolwork not only to
their life but to a sense of purpose that encompasses a commitment to causes that
transcend the self (Damon et al., 2003; Deci & Ryan, 2000; Yeager & Bundick,
2009). For instance, when high school students reported that they are motivated by
a desire to contribute to society, they adopted more learning goals and showed less of
a focus on simply avoiding failure (Lee et al., 2010). Experimental studies have also
causally demonstrated that linking one’s current learning to a meaningful purpose
can lead to greater motivation and deeper learning (Jang, 2008; Vansteenkiste et
al., 2004). When students come to understand otherwise menial tasks, like algebra
problem sets, in the broader context of their meaningful life goals, they may come to
view these actions as more interesting and relevant.
Few community college students appear to spontaneously create the links between
their schoolwork and such beyond-the-self goals. In a national survey of community college students conducted by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, a full 68% of students said that they did not understand the purpose of
the content of their coursework (Yeager, Paunesku, et al., 2013). This large group
of students may wonder whether putting e↵ort into abstract academic tasks — like
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solving math problems — will ultimately help them fulfill life goals that they find
meaningful. This lack of understanding of the purpose of their schoolwork, combined
with doubts about their own abilities, can prevent students from taking advantage of
even well conceived supports from their college.

Present Research
In the present study, we examined the e↵ects of a growth mindset intervention and
a sense-of-purpose intervention on community college students’ math achievement.
The interventions were both customized to target community college students by
referencing specific concerns that students like them were likely to have. For example,
the growth mindset intervention made references to the malleability of even adult
brains and the implicit fallacy of statements like, “I am not a math person.” Similarly,
the sense of purpose intervention normalized and modeled the process of realization
about the purpose of schoolwork — the process we hoped students would undergo
over the course of the intervention. For example, students read vignettes attributed
to community college students which described that they did not always think about
their schoolwork in terms of a beyond-the-self purpose but that they came to do so
through self-reflection over the course of college.
These interventions also presented certain practical benefits. They required no
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customization to particular course content because they focused on elements of learning that transcend the material of a particular course. That is, they did not focus on
highly-specific messages, like how the materials in a particular week’s algebra lesson
are relevant to students’ lives. Instead, they tried to change how students made sense
of learning as a more general process, e.g., they conveyed the idea that e↵ort and
e↵ective strategies beget improvement and that becoming better educated can help
one achieve meaningful goals. Those higher-level messages are powerful because they
generalize beyond a particular week’s or even course’s assignments, and they are also
more scalable because they do not require extensive customization. This di↵erentiates them from other interventions that involved customizing intervention messages
to each week’s lesson plan (e.g., Hulleman & Harackiewicz, 2009).
To deliver these interventions, we took advantage of an online delivery mechanism that a↵ords a number of benefits. First, online delivery removed geographic
constraints that would have otherwise made it challenging to work with study sites
314 miles and 1,976 miles away from the primary research site. Second, it vastly
eased the logistical and class time burden for the participating colleges: Participation required virtually no training for participating colleges and enabled us to deliver
these interventions as online homework assignments, significantly decreasing requisite
class time. These factors made it far easier to recruit the large sample of students
necessary to test these interventions with sufficient statistical power and to provide
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meaningful estimates of e↵ect size. Finally, the lower variability associated with a
computer-administered intervention meant that these interventions, if e↵ective, could
be scaled up to reach many more community college students with high fidelity and
at little additional cost.

4.2

Methods

Participants
Two community colleges agreed to participate in this study and provide academic
outcomes for participating students. One of these community colleges was located
in Southern California, and the other was located in the Midwest. Between these
two colleges, 884 students were enrolled in a math course during the semester of
the intervention (463 Southern California, 421 Midwest; 531 female, 353 male; mean
age = 23). These students were enrolled in 29 di↵erent math courses for a total
of 908 math-person combinations1 . Our sample was racially and ethnically diverse,
including 413 White, 176 Latino, 78 Asian, 76 Black, and 143 other ethnicity or
unknown ethnicity students. Of the 884 participants, 58% (517) were new students
and 391 were returning students, for whom prior grades were available.
1

This number is larger than the total sample because some students were enrolled in multiple
math courses.
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Procedure
The study consisted of two 45-minute sessions spaced approximately two and a half
weeks apart (mean 18 days). Both sessions were administered either in each school’s
computer lab (n = 239) or as homework (n = 645) during the fall semester, between
September and November of 2012. When students first signed into the intervention,
they were individually randomly assigned to a control condition or to one of three
intervention conditions — a growth-mindset intervention, a sense-of-purpose intervention, or a combined intervention condition. Students who were assigned to receive
only one treatment always completed that treatment during the first session. In the
second session, they completed the control condition associated with the other treatment, e.g., a student assigned to the sense-of-purpose only condition completed the
sense-of-purpose treatment during session 1 and the growth mindset control condition
during session 2. Students assigned to the combined treatment completed the growth
mindset intervention during session 1 and the purpose intervention during session 2,
and students assigned to the control condition completed the growth mindset control
activity during session 1 and the sense of purpose control activity during session 2.
In the growth mindset intervention, students read an article describing the brain’s
ability to restructure itself as a consequence of e↵ortful practice. The article focused
on the implications of these neuroscientific findings for students’ potential to become
more intelligent through study and practice. This message was reinforced through
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several writing exercises. In one, students summarized the scientific findings in their
own words. In the second, they read about a hypothetical student who was becoming
discouraged and starting to think of himself as not smart enough to do well in school.
The writing exercise asked participant students to advise this target student based
on what they had read. In the growth mindset control condition, students read a
similarly formatted web module about the brain. However, it focused on functional
localization instead of neural plasticity. It was thus devoid of the key psychological
message that intelligence is malleable.
The sense-of-purpose intervention was designed to motivate students by helping
them to see the value of trying hard in school for their ability to have a personally
meaningful life as an adult. Specifically, students were led to focus on personally
meaningful, prosocial reasons to try their best in school. The intervention started
by asking students how they wish the world could be a better place; it then went on
to describe some of the reasons other students report trying hard in school, e.g., to
“make a positive impact on the world,” “have a career that they enjoy,” or “make
their families proud or be a good example for other people.” Students were then asked
to think about their own goals and how learning and trying hard in school could help
them achieve those goals. Students not assigned to the sense-of-purpose intervention
were assigned to a similarly formatted web module that asked them to describe how
their lives are di↵erent now that they are in college.
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Measures
Participating students’ transcripts were collected from each college, and their fall
math grades served as the primary outcome. Students were enrolled in 29 di↵erent
math courses, and 22 students were simultaneously enrolled in 2 math courses. Most
grades (86%) were convertible to a numeric point score, (F = 0, D = 1, C = 2,
B = 3, A = 4). However, three P (“passed”) grades and 120 W (“withdrew”) grades
could not be converted to numeric values because they do not get entered into the
calculation of students’ grade point average.

Analyses
Analyses were performed using the R environment for statistical computing (R Development Core Team, 2006). Because the data were cross-nested, i.e., some students
were in multiple classes and most classes had multiple students, we used the lme4
package to create multi-membership mixed-e↵ect models (Bates et al., 2012). In all
analyses, random intercepts were set for each student, course, and the intervention
administration format (in-class or homework). To control for past performance, each
model included a dummy code for each student’s academic history (new student or
GPA mean of F, D, C, B, A)2 . In each analysis we specified random intercepts for
2

We used a dummy code to control for academic history instead of a numeric GPA score because
over half of participants were first semester students for whom grades were unavailable. Multiple
imputation would be inappropriate in this case because the prior GPA data of new students are
deterministically di↵erent from those of returning students.
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each student, course, and the program administration format (in-class or homework).
We conducted two separate analyses because not all data were readily convertible to
numeric grade points.
The grade point analysis used a linear mixed-e↵ects model to predict the numeric
grade points earned by the 770 students who received A, B, C, D, or F. The satisfactory completion analysis also included students who withdrew from the math class
or took the course on a pass/fail grading basis (n = 886). This analysis combined
together the grades A, B, C, and P as “satisfactory” and D, F, and W as “unsatisfactory.” The distinction between “satisfactory” and unsatisfactory grades is important
because, at participating colleges, only satisfactory grades permit a student to receive
transfer credit, to count the course as a prerequisite for more advanced courses, or to
count the course towards their general education requirements.

4.3

Results

Grade Point Analyses. To determine whether each treatment influenced post-study
math grades, we subjected post-intervention math grades to a linear mixed e↵ects
model with each treatment condition and their multiplicative interaction as predictors. The growth mindset and sense-of-purpose terms did not di↵er, t < 1, and the
interaction was not significant, t < 1. So we collapsed the intervention conditions
together into a single treatment dummy code (0=control, 1=treatment). A mixed
82
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Figure 6: E↵ect of treatment by prior GPA. A mixed e↵ect model revealed that students in the treatment group
earned higher grades than control group students.

e↵ect model revealed that students in the treatment group earned higher grades than
control group students, b = .25, t = 2.236, se = .11, p = .033 , see Table 2. See Figure
6.
Satisfactory Completion. Students in the treatment groups (mindset=56.0% , purpose=60.3%, combined=59.6%) were more likely than students in the control group
(52.2%) to earn a satisfactory grade in math. A mixed e↵ect logistic regression model
revealed that the e↵ect of treatment on satisfactory grade completion was statistically
significant, OR = 1.46, logit = .38, z = 2.365, p = .02, see Table 2. See Figure 7.
Since students in the treatment group took 680 math courses and their completion
rate was 6.4% higher, this intervention cumulatively led to 44 additional students
earning satisfactory grades in math.

4.4

Discussion

In response to the crisis in community college math programs, we created two contextualized psychological interventions intended to help students see themselves as
capable of succeeding academically and to see their coursework as personally meaningful. Relative to the control condition, the treatment conditions increased by 6.4%
the rate at which students earned the As, Bs, Cs, and Ps needed to make degree
progress. As a result of this treatment at the participating colleges, an estimated
3

To assess statistical significance, we used a likelihood ratio test, as recommended by Pinheiro
and Bates (2000)
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0.91·

Intercept

(0.55)
0.25⇤

Treatment

(0.11)
D Prior-GPA

0.30
(0.48)

C Prior-GPA

0.24
(0.37)
0.59·

B Prior-GPA

(0.37)
1.24⇤

A Prior-GPA

(0.38)
0.76⇤

New Student

(0.35)
AIC

2702.42

Log Likelihood

1340.21

Num. Observations

785

Num. Students

770

Num. Courses

25

Num. Programs

2

Variance: Student

0.86

Variance: Course

0.07

Variance: Program

0.33

Variance: Residual

0.88

***

p < 0.001,

**

p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, · p < 0.1

Table 2: Regression parameters for the course failure mixed-e↵ects model.
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Figure 7: Class completion by treatment. A mixed e↵ect logistic regression model
revealed that students in the treatment group were more likely to earn a satisfactory
grade.
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44 additional students earned the grades they needed to progress to more advanced
courses or to fulfill their general education requirements. These results are significant
for several reasons.
First, the interventions tested in this study made a substantial dent in an important problem in education, and they did so in a low-cost, highly scalable way. The
treatment used in the present study reduced the rate of unsatisfactory math course
completion by 13.3%. Furthermore, it did so using web-based materials that could
be used by virtually unlimited numbers of students at little additional cost; it took
less than 90 minutes of student time to complete; it took almost no time away from
coursework because it could be completed from home; and it required almost no training of college faculty — faculty merely provided students with a ready-made page of
instructions for participation and credited students once participation was complete.
This stands in stark contrast to other, much more expensive reform e↵orts that made
no discernible impact on math achievement (Rutschow et al., 2011).
Second, this study is notable because it provides a generalizable model for applying
psychology to efficiently solve real-world problems. Although the materials used in
this study were contextualized for community college, the approach we utilized could
be applied in a variety of contexts. We first identified a problem (community college
math course completion) that was likely to — at least in part — have a psychological
root. We identified specific psychological factors that appeared to contribute to the
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problem. We drew on previous successful interventions to learn how to a↵ect these
types of factors, e.g., by using “saying is believing” exercises (J. Aronson et al., 2002;
Walton & Cohen, 2007; Wilson & Linville, 1982), and we leveraged information
technology to make the process scalable and easy for researchers and participants.
This study opens the door to several important lines of inquiry for future research.
One concerns the processes by which these two interventions a↵ect students’ achievement. It is unclear, for example, why the combined intervention condition did not
lead to larger e↵ects than either intervention alone. The same subadditive e↵ect was
observed with a large sample of high school students, and several possible explanations for it are discussed in Chapter 3. In order to investigate why these e↵ects may
be subadditive, future work could collect psychological process measures, like daily
diaries, and try to discern whether students exposed to multiple treatments only assimilate one intervention message or whether they assimilate both and recruit them
to deal with di↵erent types of challenges. We avoided such process measures in the
present investigation because they would have made it more challenging to recruit a
sufficiently large and diverse sample — colleges are hesitant to surrender even 90 minutes of course time, and asking for a larger commitment for the purposes of process
outcomes would have dissuaded many faculty from participating. However, colleges
may become more willing to surrender class time to research as its utility for their
students becomes more apparent.
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A related line of inquiry could focus on identifying those students or groups of students who respond especially well or especially poorly to each of these interventions.
At the simplest level, students may benefit less from mindset interventions that are
redundant with their existing mindsets. For example, a student who believes intelligence is malleable should presumably benefit less from a growth mindset intervention
than a student who believes intelligence is fixed.
More complicated treatment response patterns should be investigated as well. For
example, consider two students with fixed mindsets: one generally disidentifies with
school; the other wants to do well but becomes frustrated by the difficulty he has in
math class. Because of his fixed mindset, the second student interprets his difficulties
as a sign that he lacks the natural ability to do well in math and starts to give up.
If both students were exposed to a growth mindset intervention, we may expect the
motivated student to benefit from it more. For him, the intervention would clear
a primary obstacle to success; once this obstacle were removed, his existing high
motivation could drive his success. For the academically disidentified student, on the
other hand, many other psychological obstacles would presumably remain even if his
fixed mindset were overturned.
As researchers’ understanding of such factors improves, so too will their ability to
predict who will benefit from which message and customize messages to students for
greatest e↵ect. In the process, these interventions will improve in e↵ectiveness and,
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with them, our understanding of what constellations of psychological factors spur
students to succeed or hold them back.
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Chapter 5
Wise Encouragement: Promoting
learning one sentence at a time

5.1

Introduction

Students who view intelligence as malleable exhibit a variety of adaptive academic attitudes and behaviors. Compared to students who view intelligence as fixed, students
who have a growth mindset — those who believe they can grow their intelligence
through e↵ort and by learning new strategies — are more likely endorse mastery
goals (Blackwell et al., 2007), select difficult rather than easy tasks (Mueller &
Dweck, 1998), try to learn from their mistakes (Mangels et al., 2006), and perform
better in challenging courses (Blackwell et al., 2007; Grant & Dweck, 2003, see also
Chapter 4).
A number of studies have investigated how students come to have a growth mindset. Research on naturalistic praise and lab experiments both suggest that process
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praise encourages a motivational framework consistent with a growth mindset (Gunderson et al., 2013; Mueller & Dweck, 1998). Researchers have also conducted
targeted interventions designed to instill a growth mindset. These were usually focused, interactive activities lasting from 30 minutes to several hours (e.g., Blackwell
et al., 2007; Good et al., 2003). For example, they have included 8 weeks of lectures,
30 minutes of reading and writing (Chapters 3-4), and integration into the content of
a multi-week tutoring program (J. Aronson et al., 2002).
In the present study, we wanted to test whether a much more minimal approach,
encouragement presented one sentence at a time, could also bring about adaptive
learning behaviors. Brief words of encouragement map readily onto the myriad interactions teachers, tutors, and parents have with students in e↵orts to raise their
motivation (Gunderson et al., 2013; Henderlong & Lepper, 2002). Although encouragement is ubiquitous, research has not yet explored whether and how it can
instill a growth mindset.
In the present experiment, we tested whether students try harder and learn more
(math) when exposed to messages of encouragement that convey a growth mindset,
e.g., “When you learn a new kind of math problem, you grow your math brain!”
and “Mistakes help you learn. Think hard to learn from them”. Importantly, we
contrasted these growth mindset messages against face-valid exhortations to “try
harder” that students often hear from parents and teachers, e.g., “Set your goals
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high, and don’t stop until you get there!”, “This might be a tough problem, but we
know you can do it”. These messages served as a key control condition in the present
study because, like the growth mindset messages, they encourage students to invest
more e↵ort into learning math. However, they lack the key ingredient present in
growth mindset messages: The idea that trying harder makes one smarter. In this
way, only growth mindset messages transform the meaning of e↵ort from something
that helps one accomplish a particular task into something that fundamentally builds
one’s capabilities.
We performed this experiment in a large online learning environment because it
provided an easy way to test the e↵ects of di↵erent types of encouragement in a large,
diverse population naturalistically engaged in learning. The use of an online learning
environment was also timely considering that online learning is growing quickly and
that students who learn online may be especially likely to benefit from additional
motivational support.

Online Learning
Each year online enrollment in degree-granting postsecondary institutions has increased by 17.5% — a pattern that has held strong for 10 years with only minimal
signs of slowing (Allen & Seaman, 2013). By comparison, general enrollment has
only seen average increases of 2.5%. In 2002, 1.6 million students were enrolled in
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at least one online class, but by 2011 this number jumped to over 6.7 millions students. Today, 31% of all students attending college or university are taking at least
one online class, and 69% of higher education institutions now say online-learning is
a critical part of their long-term strategy (Allen & Seaman, 2013). The rise of the
internet as a delivery tool for educational content provides unprecedented access to
high quality educational materials to countless students. It also presents educators
with new challenges for motivating students and researchers with new opportunities
to study learning on a larger scale, with more granular outcomes (Romero & Ventura,
2007).
Students who learn online are more likely to become disengaged and drop out
(Hiltz, 1997; Moore & Kearsley, 2005). One reason for this may be an inverse
selection pressure. Online learning environments generally have fewer barriers to
entry than face-to-face learning environments (Dutton, Dutton, & Perry, 2002), and
these lower barriers may attract students who are less committed or less capable than
those who are willing to attend school in person. In some cases, online educational
content may specifically attract or even be intended for those who are struggling to
learn a particular concept and require additional assistance (Khan, 2011).
Online learners also tend to receive less social and structural support than students
learning in traditional settings (Aragon & Johnson, 2008; Park & Choi, 2009). They
are more likely to be older, to work full time, and to have family or personal situations
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competing for their time (Aragon & Johnson, 2008; Park & Choi, 2009). These
factors combine to put online learners at greater risk of disengaging. Therefore, it
is critical that online educational content be designed to support these students in
becoming more committed and empowered to persist.
The shift towards online classes within higher education is not the only way online
learning is changing the education landscape. Within the k-12 education system,
blended learning — the incorporation of internet-based educational content into faceto-face curricula — is on the rise as well (Watson, Murin, Vashaw, Gemin, & Rapp,
2010). In a report issued by the Institute of Educational Science, a 2009 survey
revealed that 97% of teachers reported having at least one computer in the classroom
and 93% of these had internet access daily. The average ratio of students to computers
in 2009 was 3:1, down from 7:1 just eight years earlier (Snyder & Dillow, 2011).
Nationally, approximately 50% of all districts either have a blended learning program
or are planning to implement one in the near future (Watson et al., 2010).

Present Research
In the present research, we partnered with Khan Academy (khanacademy.org) to
test the e↵ects of growth mindset encouragement in an online environment. Khan
Academy is one of the largest, free web-based educational content providers (Roush,
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2012). Over 4200 k-12 instructional videos, primarily in math and science, are available on their website along with exercises and tools for students to learn and teachers
to monitor students’ skill mastery. Every month, it serves over 6 million unique users
from 216 countries. Educators understand their value and Khan Academy videos are
now used to enhance curriculums in over 30,000 classrooms worldwide. The number
of users engaging in Khan Academy activities enabled us to test the robustness of
these e↵ects with an unprecedented sample size.

5.2

Methods

All of the math videos on Khan Academy are accompanied by practice problems intended to help students learn and practice the associated concepts. These practice
problems are divided by topic (e.g., multiplication and division, fractions, decimals,
percent) and further subdivided into specific exercises (e.g., “Fraction Word Problems,” “Ordering Fractions,” “Multiplying Fractions”). By default, students stay
within a particular exercise until they are deemed proficient, that is until they have
a greater than 94% probability of answering the next problem accurately. Notably,
users can skip around to any exercise they choose regardless of their progress within
a given exercise.
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Procedures
We modified all fractions exercises on Khan Academy to randomly present users with
one of five sets of header messages immediately above each math problem (see Figure
8). Once assigned to a header condition, users were randomly exposed to one of the
within-condition header messages on all subsequent fractions exercises.
The conditions included a no-header control group in which users did not see a
header; this is the default on Khan Academy. There were also two control statements
groups: standard encouragement, e.g., “Some of these problems are hard. Just do your
best,” and science statements, e.g., “Did you know: An elephant brains weighs 7/2
as much as a human brain.” Finally, there were two versions of the growth mindset
headers. One version was simply a growth mindset encouragement message, e.g.,
“Remember, the more you practice the smarter you become!” and “If you make a
mistake, it’s an opportunity to get smarter!” The other version of growth mindset
headers also included a hyperlink to another page on which students could read more
about the malleability of the brain.
The present sample includes all data collected from 265,082 participants who
were randomized to condition within the first 37 days of the experiment. Their
demographic characteristics are not known because Khan Academy does not collect
such data.
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Figure 8: Khan Academy Treatment Manipulation. The manipulation consisted of
condition-specific headers (it italics) above each math problem in the fractions exercises.

Measure
Khan Academy deems students to be proficient at a particular concept when they
correctly answer enough problems that there is an above 94% probability that they
will answer the next problem correctly. We calculated the total number of proficiencies
students earned after assignment to an experimental condition.
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Analysis
Analyses focused on the number of proficiencies participants earned after assignment
to condition. We used a negative binomial regression model to assess treatment effects on proficiencies. A negative binomial model was used because proficiencies are
a count outcome but overdispersed relative to a Poisson distribution, standard deviation/mean = 2.57 (Cameron & Trivedi, 1998). The two growth mindset conditions
did not significantly di↵er from one another; therefore, they were collapsed together
for reporting simplicity.

5.3

Results

The results of the negative binomial regression model are displayed in Table 3. Relative to the no headers group, the growth mindset encouragement group earned proficiencies at rate that was 2.9% higher, z = 3.212, p < .01. Neither of the control
statement types influenced the rate at which students earned proficiencies, z < 1.

5.4

Discussion

Students exposed to growth mindset encouragement while learning fractions mastered math concepts at a higher rate. Importantly, the standard encouragement
control group showed no gains in learning even though this is precisely the type of
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Table 3: Negative binomial regression model predicting proficiencies
Negative binomial
Parameter

Estimate

Intercept
Standard Encouragement
Science Statements
Mindset Statements
***

p < 0.001,

**

1.708
0.000
0.013
0.029

z-Value
359.259***
0.001
1.074
3.212**

p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, · p < 0.1

encouragement students often hear from teachers and parents or see on motivational
posters. This standard encouragement condition communicated that students should
try hard and that they could master the fractions concepts with enough work. However, this condition did nothing to change the meaning of e↵ort for students. By
contrast, students in the growth mindset condition were exposed to an interpretation
of e↵ort as a way to growing one’s intelligence. For these students, trying harder
became not merely a way to answer more math problems correctly. It became a way
to make themselves smarter.
Consistent with other experiments, we found that a growth mindset intervention
could improve learning outcomes (e.g., J. Aronson et al., 2002; Blackwell et al.,
2007; Good et al., 2003). However, the format, setting, and practical implications of
this study are quite di↵erent. First, this was the first study to focus on brief words of
encouragement, as opposed to targeted praise (e.g., Mueller & Dweck, 1998) or more
extensive interventions (e.g., J. Aronson et al., 2002; Blackwell et al., 2007). Second,
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this was the first study to investigate the e↵ect of a growth mindset intervention in
a massive online educational context — a context in which more and more students
are learning every year (Allen & Seaman, 2013). Third, the sample was over 1000
times larger than the largest published growth mindset intervention to date (n = 138
in Good et al., 2003).
That this brief intervention was e↵ective even with a massive, heterogenous sample suggests that its e↵ect is extremely robust, and it carries practical implications.
Although the absolute size of the gain (3%) may appear small, it is practically significant considering that it could be easily implemented across a range of learning
contexts. Parents, teachers, and tutors frequently provide words of encouragement to
spur their students to learn (Gunderson et al., 2013; Henderlong & Lepper, 2002).
This study experimentally identified messages of encouragement that a↵ect learning
and compared them directly against other messages that have face-validity but show
no e↵ects on learning. Furthermore, this line of research is only beginning.
In future research, we will expand on this work in several ways. We will create and
test new types of encouragement to determine the specific characteristics that predict
positive e↵ects. For example, perhaps messages centering on the value of mistakes or
those that evoke the idea of the brain growing are especially motivating.
Future work should also experimentally manipulate timing. In the present study,
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students were exposed to one of several encouragement messages above every problem. However, students may “tune out” these messages after repeated exposure. So a
natural extension of this work would be to test whether encouragement is more e↵ective on an intermittent schedule or when timed to coincide with challenging problems.
For example, we could expose students to an intervention when they hit a streak of
problems on which they are struggling.
Finally, future research should also assess disaggregated outcome data. In the
present study, we summed the e↵ects of the intervention across all proficiencies completed after exposure. However, we also collected problem-level data that could provide additional insight about the process. For example, we could examine whether
the growth mindset intervention is, as theory would predict, especially e↵ective at
improving outcomes on challenging problems. We could also examine whether the
e↵ects of exposure to the mindset messages decrease, increase, or remain steady over
time.
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Chapter 6
School Norms and the Growth
Mindset: Influences on
achievement and response to
intervention

6.1

Introduction

Research has shown that individuals’ implicit theories about intelligence — whether
they view intelligence as static or malleable — influence their academic goals and
achievement (Blackwell et al., 2007; Good et al., 2003; Yeager & Walton, 2011).
To date, this research has focused only on individuals’ own beliefs about intelligence.
However, a rich body of psychological research suggests that the perceived beliefs and
behaviors of others can also influence individuals’ attitudes and behaviors (Cialdini
& Goldstein, 2004; Miller, Brickman, & Bolen, 1975; Newcomb, 1943; Prentice &
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Miller, 1993). Based on this this research, we hypothesized that local growth mindset norms, i.e., students’ peers’ beliefs about the malleability of intelligence, would
(1) influence students’ achievement and (2) a↵ect students’ acceptance of messages
promoting a growth mindset.

Theories of Intelligence
Individuals think about intelligence in di↵erent ways. Some view intelligence as a
fixed, unchangeable quality — they have a “fixed mindset” — while others view it as
a malleable quality that can be grown through e↵ort — a “growth mindset” (Dweck,
1999). These mindsets carry important implications for the way individuals conceive
of their intellectual potential and for the role they ascribe to e↵ort in realizing that
potential. Students with a growth mindset tend to view e↵ort at challenging academic
tasks as a way to grow one’s abilities and intelligence. In contrast, those with a fixed
mindset view e↵ort as a sign that one lacks natural ability, e.g., “if you were smart, you
wouldn’t have to try hard.” These di↵erent perspectives lead to divergent academic
behaviors and outcomes.
Compared to those who have a fixed mindset, students with a growth mindset
respond more adaptively in the face of various challenges (Molden & Dweck, 2006):
They pay more attention when their mistakes are corrected (Mangels et al., 2006);
they seek out information that could help them improve their performance (Nussbaum
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& Dweck, 2005); and they attribute poor test performances to factors within their
control — like a lack of preparation as opposed to a lack of innate ability (Blackwell
et al., 2007). Over time, students who have a growth mindset, or endorse the types of
learning goals associated with a growth mindset, tend to earn higher grades (Blackwell
et al., 2007; Romero, Master, Paunesku, Dweck, & Gross, 2013).
Importantly, research has shown that these mindsets are themselves malleable,
and it has identified some the ways they take shape. For example, one longitudinal
study showed that the way children are praised early in life a↵ects their motivational
frameworks several years later (Gunderson et al., 2013). Whereas praising a child
for her intelligence suggests that some innate trait is the key to success, praising her
for the process she used to accomplish a task suggests that e↵ort and strategies are
the keys to success. Consistent with this interpretation, children who were praised
for process rather than intelligence at the ages of 1-3 were more likely to have a
motivational framework aligned with a growth mindset 5 years later—they were more
interested in engaging in challenging tasks than easy tasks (Gunderson et al., 2013).
The same pattern of findings has been observed in short-term, experimental studies
with older children (Mueller & Dweck, 1998).
These findings suggest that individuals’ mindsets and associated approaches to
challenge are a↵ected by the statements and behaviors of those around them. In
this way, certain school environments may be more conducive to the adoption of a
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growth mindset than others. For example, a school’s culture may celebrate e↵ort and
learning as ways to reach one’s potential; or it may derogate those who have to work
hard and celebrate those who seem to achieve e↵ortlessly. Classic social psychological
research suggests that norms like these are likely to influence students’ attitudes and
behaviors.
Social psychological research has extensively studied the influence of social norms
on students’ attitudes and behaviors. It has found that students — like people in
general — tend to adopt the real or perceived norms of those they interact with.
Students are more likely to drink alcohol heavily if they believe their schoolmates
enjoy doing so (Prentice & Miller, 1993); they are more likely to become politically
liberal if they attend a predominantly liberal college (Newcomb, 1943); they are more
likely to conform to the eating behaviors of their sorority sisters (Crandall, 1988);
and they are more likely to clean up after themselves or to study math if they think
their classmates do so (Miller et al., 1975). In this way, real or perceived school
norms can influence individual students’ behaviors and become self-reinforcing.
Given social norms’ ability to influence students’ attitudes and behaviors, it is
important to consider how normative attitudes about intelligence at a school may
influence individual students’ mindsets and associated behaviors. Although students
and teachers may not explicitly discuss their beliefs about intelligence, they may implicitly communicate them through other means. For example, teachers may praise
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children for putting forth significant e↵ort or, alternately, for accomplishing tasks
seemingly e↵ortlessly. Students may congratulate each other for successfully struggling through difficult lessons, or they may call each other “dumb” whenever they
have to work hard to understand a topic. In these ways and others, a variety of
common classroom situations could instill or reinforce a particular mindset.
Based on existing research, one may expect schools with growth mindset norms to
foster higher achievement than schools with fixed mindset norms. However, it is less
clear whether such local norms would influence students’ achievement over and above
students’ individual mindsets. On one hand, students may benefit from a school’s
growth mindset culture only to the extent that they personally come to view intelligence as malleable. On the other hand, even students who individually endorse a
fixed view of intelligence may nonetheless benefit from the strong emphasis on learning and e↵ort that would be expected in a growth mindset culture. For example,
fixed mindset students at growth mindset schools may seek out challenging problems
and work hard to solve them because that is what everyone else in their class does
and because that is what their teachers expect. Consistent with this example, we anticipated that a growth mindset culture would benefit even students who individually
endorse a fixed mindset, and we sought to test this hypothesis in the present study.
We also tested a related question: Are students in a growth mindset culture more
accepting of an intervention designed to instill a growth mindset? A number of field
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experiments have shown that targeted psychological interventions can lead students
to adopt a growth mindset (Blackwell et al., 2007; Good et al., 2003; Paunesku,
Yeager, Romero, & Walton, 2012; Romero et al., 2011). However, this research has
not systematically investigated whether local norms influence the ability of growth
mindset interventions to instill a growth mindset. Classic research suggests that local
norms should have such an influence. For example, attitude change interventions
were found to be more e↵ective when their messages were perceived as consistent
with social norms (Lewin, 1958). That is, individuals appear to be more likely to
accept and act on an intervention message if the message is consistent with their
peers’ beliefs or behaviors. On that basis of this research, we hypothesized that a
growth mindset intervention would be more e↵ective at changing individual students’
mindsets in environments in which such mindsets are already normative.

Present Research
In the present study, we explored the relationship between theories of intelligence
and achievement at the student and school levels. First, we tested whether school
mindset norms influence students’ achievement over and above individual students’
mindsets. We predicted that growth mindset norms would produce a culture more
supportive of learning and e↵ort and that this culture would positively influence students’ achievement even after controlling for students’ individual mindsets. Second,
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we tested whether school mindset norms would a↵ect students’ responses to a growth
mindset intervention. Here, we predicted that students in schools with a growth
mindset culture would be more accepting of an intervention designed to impart a
growth mindset.

6.2

Methods

Overview
The present investigation used data from a larger study run by the Project for Education Research That Scales (PERTS). The primary focus of the larger study was to
test the efficacy of two social psychological interventions with a large, heterogeneous
population: a growth mindset intervention and a sense-of-purpose intervention (see
Chapter 3). Because the present investigation is focused specifically on growth mindsets in relation to school context, analyses focus on the data relevant to students’
mindsets and to the e↵ects of the growth mindset intervention (see Analytic Strategy
section).
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Procedures
The study consisted of two internet modules that each took 30-45 minutes to complete.
Students completed these modules in their own schools’ computer labs between January and April of the spring academic semester (this semester covers January to May
or June, depending on the school). Students were supervised by their own teachers,
who were blind to condition assignment. The study was described as research about
how students learn and what motivates them; it was not described as an intervention
because of concerns that this could undermine the e↵ectiveness of the intervention
(cf. Sherman, Cohen, et al., 2009). Schools were instructed to space the two modules
two weeks apart, mean spacing between the two modules was 13 days.
Module one started with a baseline survey that assessed students’ pre-intervention
mindsets (described in Measures section). After the survey, students were randomized
to a growth mindset intervention or to a superficially similar control condition. In the
growth mindset intervention, students were provided with scientific evidence pointing
to the plasticity of the brain and of intelligence. The intervention also discussed
the implications of neural plasticity for learning and e↵ort. The control condition
materials described functional localization in the brain, e.g., that visual information
is processed in the occipital lobe at the back of the head.
The beginning of the second module contained a di↵erent psychological intervention that targeted students’ sense-of-purpose (Damon et al., 2003; Yeager & Bundick,
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2009). For simplicity, data from this second intervention were not used in the present
investigation; the Analytic Strategy section below describes which data were used in
each analysis.

Measures
Student Mindset. Pre-study and post-study surveys were collected at the beginning
and end of the first and second internet modules, respectively. These questionnaires
assessed students’ implicit theories of intelligence, and they were composed of two
questions on 6-point Likert scales. These items formed a reliable composite (↵ = .75,
mean = 3.75, n = 2850).
School Mindset. To get an estimate of the local growth mindset norm of each
school, we calculated the mean student mindset score within each school (mean =
3.75, n = 23 schools).
Semester Academic Grades. Official academic records were collected from a subset
of schools (n=13). Academic records included one outcome per student per course
per semester. Grades were rated on a 0

4.3 scale, 0=F to 4.3=A+. An a priori

decision was made to only include academic courses in analyses, i.e., math, science,
social science, English, and foreign languages. Non-academic courses, e.g., student
government, physical education, and art, were excluded because these courses were
generally less challenging (mean GPA in academic courses = 2.16 and non-academic
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courses 3.25) and therefore less relevant to students’ mindsets about intelligence.

Analytic Strategy
The data used in the present study were collected in the course of a larger study
focused on maximizing the number of students participating in social psychological
interventions. Great e↵orts were made to make participation easy for schools. Because of this open recruitment policy, the sample is considerably larger and more
heterogeneous than those in previous social psychological education interventions.
For the same reason, however, commitment from schools was variable and degrees of
freedom vary between analyses.
Ten of twenty-three schools did not provide academic transcripts from participating students (this accounted for 33.7% of students who completed the initial survey
and intervention). The schools that did provide transcripts had more students participate (mean n=167) than those that did not (mean n = 73). Post-study mindsets
are unavailable for 42% of students who did not complete module 2; there was no
meaningful di↵erence in attrition between conditions,

2

(1) = 1.8287, p = .18.

We conducted all analyses using linear mixed-e↵ects models with the lme4 package
(Bates et al., 2012) in the R environment for statistical computing (R Development
Core Team, 2006). To assess statistical significance, we used a likelihood ratio test,
as recommended by Pinheiro and Bates (2000). In each analysis, we used the most
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inclusive sample possible, but results did not meaningfully di↵er if more restrictive
samples were used.

6.3

Results

School Mindset Norms and Academic Achievement
To assess the association between school mindset norms and students’ academic
achievement, we specified a linear mixed-e↵ect model predicting students’ average
course grade in the semester prior to the intervention. Random intercepts were specified for each school (n = 13), and fixed e↵ects were specified for students’ baseline
mindsets (standardized), school mindset norms (standardized), and their multiplicative interaction. The analysis included 1580 students who completed the baseline
survey and whose schools provided academic transcripts.
Individual and, critically, school mindsets both predicted higher GPAs. Individual
students’ pre-intervention mindsets were positively associated with their GPAs, b =
.056, se = .020, t = 2.878, and school mindsets were also positively associated with
students’ GPAs, b = .54, se = .17, t = 3.141. Removing individual student or school
mindset from the model significantly decreased the goodness of fit, as indicated by
likelihood ratio tests — e↵ect of individual mindset
of school mindset

2

2

(1) = 7.9984, p = .005; e↵ect

(1) = 8.0412, p = .005. The interaction was not significant,
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b = .015, se = .019, t = .766. See Figure 9.

Intervention-Driven Changes in Mindset
First, we sought to confirm that the growth mindset intervention a↵ected students’
post-intervention mindsets. To do so, we specified a linear mixed e↵ect model predicting each student’s post-study mindset (standardized for ease of interpretation).
We specified school as a random intercept (n = 23). As fixed e↵ects, we specified an
intervention dummy code and each student’s baseline mindset. The growth mindset
intervention made students significantly more likely to endorse a growth mindset,
= .17, se = .037, t = 4.45,

2

(1) = 19.759, p < .001. The analysis included 1655

students who completed the pre- and post-intervention surveys.
We then tested the e↵ects of individual- and school-level mindsets on the impact
of the intervention. We subjected post-intervention mindset to a linear mixed-e↵ect
model with student-level mindset (standardized), school-level mindset (standardized),
growth mindset treatment, and all 2-way and 3-way interactions. School was included
as a random intercept. The three-way interaction was dropped because it was not
significant

=

.03, se = .038, t =

0.840, but all two-way interactions were signif-

icant (see Table 4). On the individual level, students with relatively fixed mindsets
experienced more change in mindset as the result of the intervention, and, most crucially, students in schools with growth mindset norms experienced greater changes in
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Figure 9: GPA by individual and school mindset
Baseline GPA was predicted by individual students’ mindsets and also by the average
school mindset. School mindsets are split into lines at the median in this chart for
visualization purposes.
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Intercept

0.13
(0.03)
0.18
(0.04)
0.01
(0.03)
0.69
(0.03)
0.11
(0.04)
0.10
(0.04)
0.05
(0.02)

Treatment
School Mindset
Individual Mindset
Treatment x School Mindset
Treatment x Individual Mindset
School Mindset X Individual Mindset
AIC
Log Likelihood
Num. Students
Num. Schools
Variance School
Variance Residual
***

p < 0.001,

**

3788.42
1885.21
1655
23
0.01
0.56

p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, · p < 0.1

Table 4: Regression parameters for the change in mindset mixed-e↵ects model.

mindset as a result of the intervention. See Figure 10.

6.4

Discussion

This was the first study to investigate the role of school mindset norms, and it did
so with an unusually large and diverse sample. Its findings show that school mindset
norms influence students’ academic achievement and students’ responses to growth
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Figure 10: Intervention e↵ect by initial mindsets
Students with relatively fixed mindsets (left side of each cell) experienced more change
in mindset as a result of the growth mindset intervention. Students in schools with
stronger growth mindset norms (right cell) experienced greater changes in mindset
as the result of the intervention compared to students in schools with relatively fixed
mindset norms (left cell).
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mindset interventions.
The first set of analyses revealed that students tend to earn higher grades both
when they personally view intelligence as malleable and also, independently, when
their peers view intelligence as malleable. The first of these relationships replicates,
at a much larger scale (n = 2850 vs. n = 373), the association between individual
students’ mindsets and achievement (Blackwell et al., 2007). The latter e↵ect is novel
and invites more research about precisely how school norms around growth mindset
influence individual students’ achievement over and above their own mindsets. One
possible mediator for this relationship is the degree to which mastery goals and associated behaviors are normative in these environments (Dweck & Leggett, 1988;
Elliot & McGregor, 2001).
It is easy to imagine how a growth mindset culture that celebrates hard work
could lead students to adopt mastery goals (Dweck & Elliott,

1983;

Dweck &

Leggett, 1988; Elliot & Harackiewicz, 1996), which have been associated with a
growth mindset about intelligence (Blackwell et al., 2007), while a fixed mindset
culture that disparages e↵ort and mistakes could lead students to avoid mistakes
and endorse performance-avoidance goals, which have been linked to higher academic
anxiety, more self-handicapping, and lower achievement (Kazemi & Stipek, 2001;
Linnenbrink, 2005; Midgley & Urdan, 2001).
In fact, research on “structural achievement goals” has already demonstrated that
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classroom norms around the goals of schoolwork a↵ect individual students (Turner
et al., 2002; Wolters, 2004). In one study, Turner and colleagues (2002) assessed
classroom structural goals by asking students to agree or disagree with statements
like: “My teacher thinks mistakes are okay in math as long as we are learning.”
These perceptions were then aggregated to the classroom level. Students masteryoriented classrooms were less likely to self-handicap or avoid novel techniques when
doing schoolwork, and they were more likely to ask their teachers for help when they
needed it. Put another way, students in mastery-oriented classrooms were more likely
to exhibit a learning approach associated with a growth mindset.
The present study did not include achievement goal measures; so it could not
directly test the prediction that growth mindset schools tend to be mastery-oriented
while fixed mindset schools are performance-oriented. This is a direction for future
research, and it could inform e↵orts to design classroom practices that foster a growth
mindset. For example, perhaps teachers could by taught to reinforce the notion that
mistakes are valuable for learning or to reassure students that they have the ability to
improve and to reach a high standard (Cohen et al., 1999; Yeager et al., in press).
The second set of reported analyses focused on how school mindset norms influence
students’ responses to growth mindset interventions. Students at schools with growth
mindset norms experienced a greater change in mindset as a result of the intervention
than students at schools with fixed mindset norms. This result was consistent with
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expectations from the social norms literature that it should be easier to a↵ect an
attitude towards rather than away from a group norm (Lewin, 1958). It implies
that interventions aiming to instill a growth mindset—especially in fixed mindset
environments—may do well to try to change the real or perceived norms around
mindset. For example, following in the footsteps of classic field interventions, they
may carefully guide groups of students to publicly endorse a growth mindset and, in
this way, change the apparent group norm (cf. Lewin, 1958).
Importantly, that the intervention influenced mindsets to a greater degree in
growth mindset schools should not be taken as evidence that the intervention also
influenced students’ achievement to a greater degree in these schools. A secondary
analysis revealed that was not the case. Schools with fixed mindset norms had significantly more at-risk students than growth mindset schools, and, regardless of context,
at-risk students experienced the greatest academic gains as a result of the intervention
(see Chapter 3). Therefore, the absolute gain in achievement was actually greater at
fixed mindset schools because these schools had more students in dire need of intervention. Does this mean that the growth mindset intervention was “redundant” with
the norms of the growth mindset schools? Probably not.
Although the intervention had a smaller immediate impact on grades at growth
mindset schools, it influenced students’ mindsets to a greater degree in these schools,
and this could have positive long-term e↵ects. As discussed in Chapter 3, higher
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performing students did not show any immediate gains in performance as a result of
the intervention. Presumably, a growth mindset was less immediately relevant to these
students because they experienced high school as unchallenging. However, what will
happen as they start to take more challenging classes later in high school or college?
At that point, their mindsets may become relevant and those who adopted a growth
mindset early on — whether through local norms or through targeted intervention —
may fare better.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The theory and data presented in this dissertation introduce — or, perhaps more
accurately, reintroduce — a specific methodological approach to social psychological research: Large-scale field experiments. This approach draws directly on a rich
tradition of methodologically rigorous, theory-driven, socially important research in
social psychology (e.g., Allport, 1954; E. Aronson et al., 1978; Darley & Latané,
1968; Lewin, 1947; Milgram, 1965; Zimbardo, 1969). Following the advice of
Kurt Lewin, who famously said, “If you want to truly understand something, try to
change it,” this approach tests psychological theory by using its predictions to try to
solve social problems. It does so by identifying and carefully modifying psychological
tension forces in real-world environments using controlled experiments. This gives researchers the ability to make causal claims about what drives social problems; it also
provides key insights concerning how to solve, or at least mitigate, these problems.
Although the field research methodology I describe and use in this dissertation
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draws heavily on a long-standing tradition, it also builds on it in an important way. It
focuses specifically on large-scale psychological field interventions. This is an important distinction because large-scale demonstrations are in many ways qualitatively
di↵erent from small-scale demonstrations: They can speak directly to questions of
generalizability, robustness, and cost-e↵ectiveness. To borrow clinical terminology,
they can answer questions about e↵ectiveness in addition to efficacy (Flay et al.,
2005; Rush, 2009; U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 1998). These questions
matter for society because they determine whether these interventions — or policies
modeled on them — constitute wise investments of public resources (for a discussion, see Chapter 2 and the Economic Impact section below). These questions should
therefore also matter to researchers who want their work to be put into practice to
broadly benefit society.
In Chapters 3-5, I presented data from three large-scale randomized controlled
trials. These trials demonstrate that growth mindset and sense-of-purpose interventions can raise achievement among at-risk students in a variety of contexts, including
a demographically diverse set of high schools and colleges and a sample of over a
quarter million online learners. These studies provide robust evidence for the e↵ectiveness of these interventions, and they provide an estimate for their e↵ect-size when
measured across diverse populations. Even more importantly, they model a highly
scalable approach to randomized controlled trials in schools, an approach that could
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be used to test these interventions (and enhanced variants thereof) even more broadly
and cost-e↵ectively (see Future Directions, below).
Large-scale field research is not only distinguished by its more direct implications
for policy; it also fosters the pursuit of novel, otherwise untestable hypotheses. For
example, Chapter 6 explores local-norms about growth mindset. It investigates the
way these local norms interact with individual students’ mindsets to influence their
grades and their responses to a growth mindset intervention. This type of investigation shows how the tension systems operating in these schools di↵er from one another
and how the same intervention impacts people di↵erently depending on their social
context (Lewin, 1947; Ross & Nisbett, 1991). Such a study would be impossible
to conduct without a large sample of students from many di↵erent schools, and it
suggests directions for future research — research that targets the social context as
well as the individual.

7.1

Future Directions

The findings presented in this dissertation provide a proof-of-concept that social psychological interventions can e↵ect meaningful change in schools on a large scale. This
new methodology opens the door to many lines of research that may have otherwise
been deemed unlikely to work or too costly and difficult to pursue.
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One such line could focus on classroom practices. Reviews of research on students’ mindsets note the promise of social psychological interventions but also the
gap between research and actionable advice for teachers (Farrington et al., 2012).
Farrington and colleagues (2012) lament that, “Unfortunately, the research does not
directly translate into classroom strategies that teachers can use to support positive
mindsets in their students.” They conclude that, “a central tension arising from the
research on academic mindsets revolves around how best to apply the research to
improve student outcomes.” Our own work and discussions with schools confirm that
many educators want to learn how to boost their students’ learning and engagement
by leveraging psychologically wise practices. This unfilled need presents an opportunity for high-impact research.
Could the lessons learned through existing psychological interventions be translated into actionable advice for teachers? Teacher-mediated interventions could, if
e↵ective, be far more powerful than brief, online direct-to-student interventions because teachers spend a great deal more time interacting with students than an online
intervention feasibly could. Teachers also, to a large extent, define the parameters
of the environment in which students learn. For example, research has documented
how teachers’ framing of learning goals influences students’ academic motivation and
behavior (Hiebert & Grouws, 2007; National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
2000; Turner et al., 2002; Wolters, 2004). It has found that students who agree
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with statements like, “My teacher thinks mistakes are okay in math as long as we
are learning,” are less likely to self-handicap or to avoid novel techniques when doing
schoolwork; they are also more likely to ask their teacher for help when they need it
(Turner et al., 2002).
In light of this research, there is reason to believe that the way teachers praise
students, discuss the meaning of mistakes, and frame the purposes of learning could
foster di↵erent mindsets, learning goals, and behaviors. Future lines of research could
therefore focus on changing the way teachers praise students or talk about mistakes.
This work will present certain challenges. For example, there will inevitably be greater
variability in the way teachers execute an intervention protocol than the way a computer executes it. However, the benefits could be enormous, and Elliot Aronson’s
work on the Jigsaw Classroom shows that classroom practices can be infused with
psychological wisdom to great e↵ect (E. Aronson et al., 1978).
Another future extension of this research could focus on developing predictive
models for where and for whom specific interventions are e↵ective. By leveraging
large samples, investigators could test questions about contextual moderators, like
those presented in Chapter 6. For example, investigators could test if, consistent with
theory-based predictions, negatively stereotyped students benefit from belonging and
value-affirmation interventions to a greater extent when they are in the numerical
minority in their particular environment (e.g., Inzlicht & Ben-Zeev, 2000; Walton,
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Spencer, & Erman, 2013).
They could also use machine learning tools to discover new patterns in large
datasets. As the amount of psychometric and academic data collected grows, it may
become possible to use data-mining techniques to find natural clusters of students
who are psychometrically similar to one another across multiple dimensions (Bishop
& Nasrabadi, 2006). These students could potentially be expected to share similar
beliefs about school and to respond similarly to particular interventions. For example,
maybe there are sizable groups of students who generally like school and have a growth
mindset but su↵er from debilitating math anxiety. Is it meaningful to consider the
specific psychological experience of that subgroup of students, or are they such a small
minority that their very existence is more likely to reflect measurement error? If such
a subgroup did exist, could a well-timed value-affirmation reduce their math anxiety,
boost their confidence, and start a virtuous cycle (Cohen et al., 2006; Martens, Johns,
Greenberg, & Schimel, 2006)? Or would it be better to flesh out the implications
of their growth mindset for mistakes — to help them embrace mistakes and seek
out new strategies when they get stuck? The latter questions would have to be
settled with experiments designed by clever researchers, but the clusters themselves
could potentially be discovered by clever algorithms. In this way, the ability to
automatically find meaningful patterns in data could be generative for theory. Such
cluster classifications could also have practical e↵ects if they could be used to tailor
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interventions to students’ particular concerns.

7.2

Economic Impact

What social and economic impacts can be expected from broadly integrating the
insights and methods of social psychology into education practice? Such estimates
depend on many assumptions. The interventions we tested may not work as well in
more representative samples; on the other hand, they will likely work more e↵ectively
as we iteratively improve them and as we better learn to target them. For example,
the e↵ects of psychological interventions may also grow as we learn how to change
classroom practices and norms in ways that reinforce the interventions’ messages (see
Chapter 6). Despite the many uncertainties, I would be remiss to not put forward
some loose economic estimates.
In this analysis, I make a number of informed but untested assumptions to arrive
at some “back of the envelope” impact estimates. Because of the many uncertainties
involved, I try to err conservatively. I provide point estimates based on observed
results and also estimates that assume that the interventions would only be one third
as e↵ective at scale. I focus on the results of the interventions tested with a diverse
sample of high school students (see Chapter 3) because reliable data exist both for
the economic impact of high school graduation and for the probability of graduating
from high school given di↵erent grade point averages.
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The Economic Impact of High School Graduation
Numerous analyses have estimated the economic impact of high school graduation.
The U.S. Census Bureau estimates that graduating from high school increases lifetime
earnings by $250,000 (Day & Newburger, 2002). This number isolates the di↵erence
between dropping out and graduating from high school; i.e., it does not count as high
school graduates those who go on to college (those individuals earn far more money).
The Alliance for Excellent Education (2003) estimates that the increased spending by
these richer graduates stimulates economic growth, increasing gross domestic product
(GDP) by approximately $29,500 per student over the course of their career. In
the following analysis, l assumed that the interventions reported in Chapter 3 only
influenced students’ likelihood of graduating from high school, not their likelihood of
attending college.

How Much Do Psychological Interventions Boost Graduation
Rates?
To estimate the economic impacts of psychological interventions via their impact on
high school graduation grades, I first needed to estimate their impact on high school
graduation rates. The data collected by PERTS have not yet tracked students long
enough to directly assess this. However, extensive research by the Consortium for
Chicago School Research (CCSR) provides good estimates for the e↵ects of high school
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GPA on the probability of graduating. I used these data to estimate the increase in
graduation rate associated with the implementation of these interventions.
The CCSR report, “What Matters for Staying On-Track and Graduating in Chicago
Public High Schools”, describes the graduation rate across all Chicago schools for students at each half-point in freshman year GPA (Allensworth & Easton, 2007). For
example, a student who finishes their freshman year with a GPA of 1.0 has a 28%
chance of graduating from high school, one with a GPA of 1.5 has a 53% chance, and
one with a 2.0 GPA has a 72% chance.
In order to calculate the change in the probability of graduating for each freshman
student, I used the CCSR half-point GPA cut-o↵s and created local linear interpolations between each cut-point (see Figure 11). For example, if a student earned a
GPA of 1.5, then consistent with the CCSR numbers, I assigned her a 53% chance
of graduating. If she earned a GPA of 1.6, I calculated her probability of graduating
as one fifth of the way from 1.5 (53% chance of graduating) to 2.0 (72% chance of
graduating), i.e., 56.8%.
Using this technique, I calculated each students’ likelihood of graduating based on
her pre-study GPA and post-study cumulative GPA. I then compared the changes in
these rates between the treatment and control group. In the control group, the change
in graduation probability was -.5% from fall to spring semester. In the treatment
group, it was +.1%. This implies that the intervention increased the average student’s
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Figure 11: Graduation Rate by GPA.Each bar’s value is taken from Allensworth and
Easton (2007). The connecting lines are local linear interpolations used to convert
GPA values into likelihood of graduating.
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probability of graduating by .6%. Of course, most students are not in significant
danger of dropping out. Those who earn GPAs below 2.0 are at a considerably
higher risk, and they comprise a significant portion of the student population (40% in
Chicago and 22.5% in the PERTS study population). In this group, the intervention
raised predicted graduation rates by a much higher rate: 3.5%.
I should also note that the use of cumulative GPA to calculate the change in graduation probability may understate the size of this e↵ect because students’ cumulative
grades after the study are “weighed down” by their pre-study GPA. This appears
appropriate in this particular case because the intervention was administered during
the second semester. However, there is evidence that social psychological interventions can have long-lasting e↵ects (e.g. Cohen et al., 2009; Walton & Cohen, 2011;
Wilson & Linville, 1985). So I also calculated the change in graduation rate if the
intervention were delivered in the first semester and its e↵ects maintained into the
second semester. I did that by calculating the change in graduation likelihood using
the post-study semester GPA instead of the cumulative GPA. This recalculation put
the change in graduation rate at 1.8% across all students or at 5.9% among high-risk
students (those with pre-GPAs of below 2.0).
In summary, I estimated that these psychological interventions, as tested, would
lead to a gain of .6% in the graduation rate across a treated group of 854 freshman,
i.e., that 5 additional people will graduate from high school as a result of having been
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assigned to the treatment group in this study. This implies that U.S. GDP will grow
by 5 x 29,500 = $147,000 and that these students will cumulatively earn an additional
$250,000 x 5 = $1.25 million over their lifetimes.
These estimates assume a similar distribution of GPAs to that observed in out high
school study, and they would depend considerably on the distribution of GPAs at each
school. These interventions influenced students with low GPAs most strongly, and
these students are also at greatest risk. Therefore, to the extent that the interventions
are targeted at this high-risk population or implemented in school districts with many
high-risk students, the associated increases in graduation rates would be higher. In
the section below, I consider the costs of these interventions and finish by calculating
their return on investment in several di↵erent scenarios.

What are the costs of these interventions?
One of the benefits of the online delivery system we developed for this research is that
it scales up cost-e↵ectively. There are relatively high initial start-up costs associated
with the IT infrastructure; however, these base costs remain virtually flat as more
students are added. I assume a fixed base cost of $300,000/yr to run a center that
creates and distributes online social psychological interventions; this assumes several
managerial positions and IT costs.
There are also variable costs associated with technical support. School sta↵ must
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be trained to administer the interventions properly and tech-support is sometimes
required. Based on current capacities, I assumed that one full-time technical support specialist (paid $50,000/yr) is required for every 50 new schools. This is a
conservative estimate because that is approximately the number of schools PERTS
support specialists currently handle, and they have many other research duties that
require significant amounts of time. What cost does that imply per student? The
average U.S. high school has 752 students and more than 25% are freshman because
many students drop out (National Center for Education Statistics, 2001); so I assume an average freshman class of 200 per school. That means that, on average, one
$50,000/yr coordinator is needed for 10,000 students — or that the incremental sta↵
cost is $5/student.
I also factored in the cost of class time. According to the National Center for
Education Statistics, in 2011, average U.S. spending per elementary and secondary
public school student was $10,560 (Dixon, 2013). The average U.S. high school
student spends 74,400 minutes in school (Kolbe et al., 2011). If we assume that all
of that money is spent directly on educational activities, then each minute of a high
school student’s time costs $10560 / 74400 minutes = $.14. Assuming that the 90
minutes spent on these interventions directly displace 90 minutes of class time that
is worth $.14/student, the cost of the intervention per student is $.14/minute * 90
minutes = $12.6.
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To summarize, the formula for calculating total cost as a function of number of
students (n) is:
Cost (n = number of students) = 300, 000 + (5 + 12.6) ⇤ n

Return on Investment
Finally, what net gains could be realized with the broad-based implementation of these
interventions? Drawing on the figures calculated above, I created several scenarios,
each with the number of students ranging from ten thousand to one million. The
return on investment is displayed in Figure 12. I calculate the return on investment
as follows:
Benefits
Costs

=

Change in Graduation Rate⇤29,500⇤n
(5+12.6)⇤n+300000

The following scenarios are graphed.
Baseline: 0.6% change in graduation rate. This estimate is based directly on
observed PERTS data. It assumes interventions are delivered without any targeting
to high-risk students.
1/3rd Baseline: 0.2% increase in graduation rate. This scenario assumes that the
interventions would only be one third as e↵ective when broadly instituted.
Baseline Persist: 1.8% increase in graduation rate. This variation on the Baseline Scenario assumes that the intervention is administered in the first semester of
freshman year and that its e↵ect persists through the entire year.
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Figure 12: Return on investment for untargeted interventions. Return on Investment
assuming that interventions are broadly implemented, i.e., that they are not targeted
to high-risk students or school districts with higher concentrations of at-risk students.
As Figure 12 shows, the return on investment of these interventions is extremely
high, even under a number of conservative assumptions. It also increases substantially
as more students participate. For example, if 100,000 students participated, the
Baseline Scenario projects that the benefits to the economy would be 9x greater than
the costs of implementation. This is noteworthy because the Baseline Scenario makes
a number of conservative assumptions.
First, it assumes that there is absolutely no improvement in the e↵ectiveness of
these interventions as a result of additional research and smarter targeting. For instance, it assumes no improvement from planned e↵orts to raise e↵ect-size by enlisting
teachers to reinforce messages and no improvement from increasing engagement by
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adding audio, video, and greater interactivity. It also rests on a number of conservative assumptions about costs. It factors in distributed indirect costs, i.e., it treats as
costs students’ time that would not actually have to be remunerated. Furthermore,
it uses an upper bound estimate for those costs: It assumes that all of the class time
displaced by the intervention is completely wasted, even though students actually
spend it engaged in academic activities like reading and writing. This scenario is also
conservative because it assumes that no e↵orts will be made to selectively implement
these interventions among higher risk students, despite their markedly higher impact
on this population.
Even under this Baseline Scenario, these interventions would equal the return
on investment of the widely touted Head Start program, 700-900% (Deming, 2009;
Ludwig & Phillips, 2007), if 40,000-145,000 students participated. They would exceed
Head Start’s return on investment as more students participated.
What if we targeted at-risk students? If we were to target at-risk students on
a track to earn GPAs below 2.0, the benefits could be substantially larger than the
previous scenarios estimate. Even if we assumed that it would take 5 times as much
sta↵ time to coordinate for these students to participate (because they may need
to get pulled out of other classes), the reduction in wasted time by other students
would push down the costs substantially. Figure 13 shows the return on investment
for interventions targeted in this way (incorporating a 5x higher sta↵ cost). In this
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Figure 13: Return on investment for targeted interventions. Return on investment if
interventions were targeted at high-risk students, those with GPAs below 2.0.
scenario, return on investment exceeds 15x when more than 10,000 high-risk students
participate. Handled incorrectly, singling out high-risk students for the intervention
could make it appear remedial and undermine its psychological impact. However,
there may be ways to mitigate those concerns. Furthermore, some of the benefits of
targeting high-risk students could be obtained simply by targeting schools with more
high-risk students.
Further research in this area must continue. It is still too early to properly assess
the impacts of these interventions or to gauge their full potential, but it is even more
difficult to imagine that our team’s nascent, bootstrapped e↵ort to scale up social
psychological interventions in schools — this “baseline estimate” — represents the
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top boundary of this work’s potential. More likely, it represents a low estimate.
Even so, it is comforting that, should further e↵orts to scale prove much less e↵ective
than our initial demonstrations, the benefits will likely outweigh the costs if enough
students participate. For example, an intervention with 1/6th the e↵ect of the initial
study would still have greater benefits than costs as long as 25,000 or more students
participated.

7.3

Conclusions

This is an exciting time for social psychology. The careful field-research approaches
pioneered by early social psychologists can now be combined with new technologies
to conduct previously unimaginable experiments — experiments that definitively answer novel questions about human behavior and clear the path to important, widely
realizable social changes. Today’s new tools make social psychology’s wisdoms more
relevant and powerful than ever. The new era of the large-scale field experiment
presents new opportunities to transform society and psychology’s role in it. In the
face of these opportunities, psychologists must not remain so tacit about their field’s
hard-won wisdoms (see Markus, 2005). Instead, they should find ways to use these
tools wisely to generate new knowledge about human behavior, to learn how to make
the world a better place, and to show the world the enormous value of a light, psychologically wise touch.
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Of course, social psychology has long been relevant to important real-world domains. During World War II, governments called on social psychologists to devise
ways to sell war bonds and conserve food (Lewin,

1947;

Merton,

1946). For

decades, marketers have drawn heavily on the theoretical insights from the attitude
change branch of the psychology (e.g., Hovland, Janis, & Kelley, 1953; Petty &
Cacioppo, 1986). Indeed, there are many excellent examples of psychology in action,
but the current trend is di↵erent in an important way.
Now the cornerstone of psychological methodology — the randomized behavioral
experiment itself — is gaining bottom-up popularity. Companies have started to run
experiments to optimize user interfaces (e.g., Optimizely.com, Mixpanel.com) and to
identify the most productive advertisements (e.g., Google AdWords). Experiments
have gained tremendous popularity in these domains because computers have made
it so easy to randomize features or ads and monitor their impacts on valued outcomes
(e.g., sales). This trend will only grow as computers and their ability to collect data
cheaply become more ubiquitous, as analytic techniques improve, and as the gains to
be realized from the careful study of people’s behaviors become more evident (Lohr,
2013).
Already, these trends are pushing medical and educational institutions to make
data-informed decisions (Duncan, 2009; Easton, 2009; Shah & Tenenbaum, 2013;
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Spencer Foundation, 2011) and generating new industries devoted to the easy interchange of such data (e.g., inBloom.org). Although the relevant technologies in
education have barely started to mature, computer-based experimentation and data
collection abilities are already making previously unimaginable research possible. The
studies presented in this dissertation alone include data from over a quarter million
students participating in randomized controlled trials — an experiment sample size
that 20 years ago would have been difficult for all but the largest and most deeppocketed departments of education. The era of the massive behavioral experiment
has already dawned. Will modern Lewinians seize the opportunity to establish the
value of their approach?
The challenge is to carefully examine the new frontiers that have recently been
brought into the domain of the low-cost, mega-experiment. In these domains, we
must investigate the interlocking tensile forces that — when tugged the right way —
a↵ect powerful changes, changes that shape our understanding of people and changes
that, implemented broadly, can shape society itself.
The insights drawn from such work, when sufficiently robust and useful, become
broadly-instituted social technologies that make people and organizations more productive. They help political candidates get out the vote (Bryan et al., 2011). They
increase the rates of organ donation (Johnson & Goldstein, 2003). They increase
sales (Freedman & Fraser, 1966). They reduce the waste of common goods (Allcott,
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2011). They make workers more compliant in the face of change (Marrow, 1957).
And they might soon help students do well in high school (Chapter 3), earn credits
in college (Chapter 4), or learn over the internet (Chapter 5).
Certain psychological insights are simply too valuable to ignore for long. Over
time, once-novel ideas about human behavior get integrated into the way people think
about the world and the way successful organizations operate. They metamorphose
from outlandish, counterintuitive psychobabble into common sense. In the process,
they enrich society and send researchers looking for the next big hypothesis.
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